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Letter from the Editor-in-Chief

The September issue of the Data Engineering Bulletin, curated by associate editors Prof. Chengkai Li of University
of Texas at Arlington and Prof. Jun Yang of Duke University, features a collection of papers on the topic of
combating misinformation.

Combating misinformation has become our society’s great urgency and top challenge. In the last couple of
years, through the two elections in the U.S., the world-wide Covid-19 pandemic, as well as numerous incidents
such as the January 6 United States Capitol attack, we have witnessed the sad havoc wreaked by misinformation.

In the most recent issue of The Atlantic, Stanford researcher Renée DiResta wrote about misinformation and
amplified propaganda, “Understanding the incentives of influencers, recognizing the very common rhetorical
techniques that precipitate outrage, developing an awareness of how online crowds now participate in crystallizing
public opinion—that is an education that Americans need.”

While definitely a societal, political, and educational issue, misinformation is a challenge that the tech industry
and the academia must come together to address. The algorithms we develop, taking each individual act of
clicking or rehashing as reinforcing signals, have the blind tendency to dramatically amplify an original message
no matter how ludicrous it might be, enabling it to sway public opinions significantly on issues ranging from the
pandemic to democracy.

The papers in this issue are a great starting point. They cover a broad spectrum of topics such as reliability
scoring of information sources, fact-checking of individual claims, misinformation detection in a large corpus,
and the promises and challenges of investigative journalism. One area we need to look into more seriously is the
credibility of not only the information source, but also that of each participant in the information propagation
process, that is, to how much extent a participant can be considered as a credible sponsor of the information in
question.

Haixun Wang
Instacart
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Letter from the Special Issue Editors

The problem of misinformation is not new, but there is now a growing consensus that it is posing a severe
threat to the well-being of societies. We do not need to look far for compelling examples—during the ongoing
COVID-19 pandemic, misinformation on the coronavirus and vaccines has greatly exacerbated the public health
crises across the globe. As many have observed, the harm of misinformation today has been magnified by
technologies that provide easy production, access, and dissemination of information with little regard to its
accuracy and credibility. The computing community must take its share of responsibilities by developing effective
defenses against misinformation. This special issue is devoted to exploring how the data engineering community
can contribute to this fight. While a comprehensive solution will undoubtedly require concerted effort across
disciplines, we believe our community has much to offer in this fight, with our expertise on working with data
at scale, with our tradition of building abstractions that enable ease of use, and with our openness to embrace
collaboration and ideas from other fields.

This special issue includes six articles that provide a sample of ongoing work on combating misinformation
from across the world. We start with an overview article from the University of South Florida. It examines the
strengths and limitations of various existing approaches to tackling three challenges that are vital for ensuring the
integrity and credibility of online information. The first challenge is about how to gauge information reliability at
source level, especially at the coarse level of web domains. The second one is about fact-checking at statement
level, using NLP techniques and external data such as knowledge databases. The last challenge is about other
signals that can be used to estimate information credibility without examining the veracity of information content
itself.

The second paper is a European collaboration on a system called ConnectionLens for supporting investigative
journalism, a vital part of any modern society that is playing an increasingly important role in investigating
misinformation. ConnectionLens helps journalists by integrating a wide range of heterogeneous, schema-less
data sources into a single graph for query and exploration; it employs scalable data processing techniques to
reduce the cost of constructing and searching the graph. The paper demonstrates how such a system helps with a
specific use case of detecting conflict of interests—a key factor of credibility—in biomedical research; however,
it benefits a broad range of tasks including fact-checking by providing the source data needed for any data-driven
investigation.

Assuming we have data, the next three papers address the challenge of vetting factual claims using reference
data stored in relational tables. The third paper, from Eurocom, compares four recent fact-checking systems
that use tables to verify statistical claims. The comparison was carried out both analytically, focusing on how
these systems differ in terms of various input and output characteristics, and empirically using several datasets of
claims. These systems are based on different methodologies, ranging from natural language inference, question
answering, machine learning classifiers, to text-to-SQL generation. The results can provide useful insights that
help future system designers produce more advanced fact-checking systems.

The fourth paper, from Renmin University of China, has a similar goal of study but examines in more detail a
narrower set of fact-checking systems—it focuses on comparing several models that are based on natural language
inference. It constructs a unified framework that can be instantiated into different existing models as well as new
ones. They placed a particular emphasis on allowing the framework to encode table structures in the produced
language models. Their experiment results demonstrated accuracy improvement due to the inclusion of such
features.

The fifth paper, a collaboration between UIC, UMich, and Google, goes beyond merely verifying the
correctness of a claim, and detects whether it could still mislead by “cherry-picking.” Specifically, the paper
tackles two popular claim types of trendlines and rankings; even from the same underlying data, people can claim
different trends and rankings by cherry-picking their vantage points. The paper shows how to use perturbation
analysis to capture the robustness of claims when their vantage points are perturbed, and how to perform such
analysis efficiently even over large perturbation spaces.
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Finally, the sixth paper, from Cornell, outlines an end-to-end system called WebChecker for detecting
misinformation in a very large collection of documents, e.g., from Web or social media platforms. WebChecker
employs a wide array of fact-checking methods with different cost-accuracy trade-offs. Running an expensive
deep neural net on every text snippet to detect misinformation may be more accurate, but will be prohibitively
expensive at Web-scale. To look for the combination of methods that correctly detects the most amount of
misinformation while staying within a cost budget, WebChecker adaptively switches processing methods to
sample their quality and uses reinforcement learning to principally evolve its strategies.

Overall, we hope this collection of six articles together offers a sample of the ongoing work as well as open
data engineering challenges in combating misinformation. Working on this special issue has been a privilege for
us, as the topic has been dear to our hearts for many years. You may recall our “call to arms” to the database
community in CIDR 2011—a decade later, the call is still on, and perhaps more pressing now than ever. We
would like to thank the authors of this issue for their contributions, and would welcome more from the data
engineering community to join this fight against misinformation.

Chengkai Li and Jun Yang
University of Texas at Arlington and Duke University, USA
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Preserving the Integrity and Credibility of the Online Information
Ecosystem

Matthew Sumpter and Giovanni Luca Ciampaglia*

University of South Florida

Abstract

The Internet seems awash with information that is either inaccurate or shared with malicious intents, or
both. While this is not the first time that society has had to deal with this problem, certain features of
our modern, fast-paced, data-driven information ecosystem seem to exacerbate it. Thus it is extremely
important to equip journalists and fact-checkers, and of course the public at large, with tools to help them
deal with the proliferation of false and misleading information and to promote the quality of information
circulating online. In this paper we survey the state of the work in this area, focusing in particular on
the challenges stemming from dealing with the peculiar nature of social media data, and discuss recent
proposals to devise scalable and accurate signals of information quality.

1 Introduction

In recent years the Internet seems to have become the source and vehicle of many societal ills. The explosion of
hoaxes, conspiracy theories, and state-sponsored disinformation, has given prominence and extreme urgency to
the problem. But false and misleading information has existed also in the past. The style and themes of so-called
“fake news”1 websites, that came to prominence during the 2016 U.S. Presidential Elections, carry a striking
resemblance to those used by “yellow journalism” outlets from the early 20th century [2]. Thus it is important to
understand what elements of the problem are really novel and which are not.

There are a variety of classifications of information, including but not limited to: rumor, gossip, propaganda,
conspiracy theories, hoaxes, and satire. The distinction between many of these terms relies on a matter of
intention. For example, satire may be intentionally false for the purpose of amusement. However, a rumor can
simply be a misinterpretation of the available facts with no intention to mislead. Allowing for the additional
flexibility of rhetoric, such as sarcasm and persuasion, it becomes clear how difficult it can be to discern whether
information is being presented with the intention to inform, persuade, or entertain.

From a quantitative point of view, social media are obviously different from the media of the past like the
telegraph or the printed press: for one, they allow for a much faster and broader dissemination of information.

Copyright 2021 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
Bulletin of the IEEE Computer Society Technical Committee on Data Engineering

*Corresponding author. Email: glc3@usf.edu
1Fake news is defined as “impostor news”, i.e. outlets featuring many of the trappings associated to the news publishing business

without the necessary quality control mechanisms employed by professional publications [1].
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But given the many striking similarities between then and now, one would be tempted to dismiss the whole
phenomenon of fake news and online misinformation as the same of yellow journalism or gossip: a problem
arising from fundamental human cognitive limits, and whose solution does not require any novel thinking or tools.
In this paper, we argue that this is not the case. There are several novel factors at play at the nexus of the social,
cognitive, and algorithmic levels, which require us to think in creative ways to address this fundamentally new
societal problem. Many of these solutions could come from the field of data engineering, as we outline next.

2 The prevalence and sources of online misinformation

The introduction of the World Wide Web in the early 90s has dramatically lowered the barriers of entry to mass
communication, allowing for anyone with an Internet connection to publish information affordably and quickly,
regardless of its merit. Although this led to an enormous volume of information [3], it was still not easy to
garner large audiences until the development of two key innovations: search engines [4], and social networking
services [5], which have made it possible to retrieve information easily and have allowed for communities of
homogeneous opinion to aggregate and share information.

A virtuous outcome of these innovations is the emergence of networks of like-minded individuals capable of
self-organizing in novel and surprising ways [6], and to nurture strong ties that transcend the limits imposed by
geographical distance or culture [7, 8], but one downside is the risk of polarization or cyberbalkanization [9–11].
Online communities are ripe for exploitation by bad actors seeking to manipulate large groups of people. Bolstered
by content curation algorithms designed to increase engagement (filter bubbles [12]), these communities may fall
prey to manipulation due to a mix of psychological and algorithmic biases that entrench accepted information
while resisting opposing viewpoints (echo chambers [13]).

There are, unfortunately, numerous contemporary examples of widespread misinformation campaigns,
including foreign influence in the 2016 election and the rise of conspiracy theories like ‘Qanon’, and the suspicion
of widespread, yet unfounded, election fraud. However, gauging the actual prevalence of false and inaccurate
information on social media is still the subject of much research [1, 14, 15], especially in the context of political
communication [16]. Even though strong exposure to fake news is limited to the segment of most active news
consumers, or ‘superspreaders’ [17], individual claims echoing the false or misleading content shared by these
audiences can spread rapidly through social media [18, 19], amplified by bots [20] or other malicious actors [21],
who often target elites, like celebrities, pundits, or politicians.

There are two inherent limitations to many of these studies. The first is that they typically rely on active
engagement (e.g. likes and comments) as a proxy for exposure, but miss data about impressions, thus neglecting
exposure due to “passive” forms of consumption such as scrolling and reading. The second stems from the
impossibility of verifying each individual piece of content shared online. To get around this limitation, scientists
have resorted to coarse-grained content annotation schemes to reduce sparsity and increase coverage. Source
reliability ratings are a prime example of this approach [14, 17, 20, 22], as they typically identify sources by
their web domain name. Lists of domain ratings compiled by expert journalists or fact-checkers have allowed to
measure the prevalence of online misinformation, as well as the impact of social bots in spreading content from
low-reliability sources. There are two advantages to this approach.

First, due to the highly skewed character of online popularity, one advantage of annotating sources at the
web domain level is that it is possible to attain a high coverage by focusing only on the top most popular
domains. Second, since web domains are the main form of identity on the web, source-level ratings are an
effective way for social media platforms and search engines to implement content exclusion lists. Blocking
or deprioritizing domains with low reliability introduces strong reputational costs for any agent who wishes to
spread misinformation.

However source-level reliability ratings also come with limitations and challenges, which are especially
relevant for data engineers. Maintaining such lists is typically time consuming, and authoring tools that facilitate
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such annotations are of great help. On top of that, source-level ratings may miss important heterogeneity within
individual sources. This is especially true of larger outlets, that may employ different journalistic standards
between the newsroom and their editorial desk. Finally, when lists are used to enforce moderation standards,
they cause misinformation agents to update their domain name frequently in an attempt to circumvent detection,
requiring more frequent updates on the part of the reliability annotators.

3 Verifying content and fact-checking claims

The prevalence of misinformation has led to the rise of the fact-checking industry. Fact-checking has been
recognized as a solution to misinformation, as those who risk being fact-checked are less likely to share
misinformation in the first place [23]. Unfortunately, claims online are generated and spread at a rate far too
quickly for human journalists to keep up with. This is because fact-checking is a non-trivial task requiring the
claim to be researched and then the fact-check written, published, and distributed. The window of time between
initial claim and published fact-check can be significant (an estimate places it at in the 10–20h range [24]),
allowing the claim to have reached too wide of an audience for the fact-check to be effective.

In addition to the time requirement of fact-checking, there is the confounding human component. Although
fact-checkers are typically trained journalists, they are still susceptible to both mistakes and bias. These issues
have revealed an opportunity for computer scientists to get involved. Computational approaches to fact-checking
have the potential to address both the time-dependent and human-dependent issues of manual fact-checking.

ClaimBuster [25], developed in 2014, is the first end-to-end fact-checking system. Using a variety of machine
learning and NLP techniques, media sources are monitored for statements that match an existing repository of
professional fact-checks so that they may be served expressly to an audience. On unseen claims, it attempts to
frame the claim as a question for the purpose of querying knowledge bases and question answering engines, such
as Wolfram Alpha and Google search results.

Another approach engages with the content in a more structured way. It does so by means of knowledge
representation techniques such as knowledge graphs [26]. A knowledge graph aims to store and provide
knowledge of the real world, where nodes are entities and the edges are the relations that exist between these
entities. Knowledge graphs have a number of advantages over relational and non-relational models for the
massive, open-world domain that “real-world” knowledge implies. The basic unit of knowledge contained in a
knowledge graph is typically the semantic triple, composed of two entities (eg. a subject and an object) and a
predicate relation that exists between them. An example of a semantic triple is <Tallahassee, capitalOf,
Florida>. Compiling many series of semantic triples results in a knowledge graph which can be traversed to
gain insights regarding the semantic relationships between entities.

There exist several general-purpose knowledge graphs, including Yago [27], DBpedia [28], and Wikidata [29].
It is notable that, although these contain lots of overlapping and related information, they lack consolidation and
techniques must be developed to map entities and relations between these various knowledge graphs. This is a
similar task to that of ontology alignment [30].

Fact-checking has been performed using existing knowledge graphs by receiving a claim as a semantic triple
and checking its validity based on the sets of existing triples in a knowledge base that connect the subject and
object of the claim triple [31–34]. Although this approach has proven promising, it is limited by its input because
reducing a complex claim into a semantic triple is a nontrivial task, akin to the NLP task of relation extraction [35].
Fact-checking a political claim requires identifying an ontology best suited to modeling this type of claims and
then developing a tool that can reduce claims into triples using the selected ontology. To address this task, we
have built a pipeline which focuses on extracting relations by modeling a network of claims as a graph network
using sentence dependency trees [36]. By modeling input claims in a format more analogous to the verification
method (knowledge graphs), we were able to successfully extract relations from real-world claims and use them
as input into fact-checking algorithms.
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4 Toward signals of quality

Fact-checking has become a critical component of the socio-technical infrastructure devoted to preserving the
integrity of the online information ecosystems. Social media platforms, despite initial reluctance, have embraced
this valuable resource. Facebook, for example, partners with accredited fact-checking organization to review
potentially misleading content in circulation on its platform. If a piece of content is flagged by a fact-checker as
false, Facebook automatically reduces its visibility across the platform, reducing the chances that users may be
exposed to it [37].

Of course, given the scale of social media, fact-checking every piece of content in circulation on it is likely an
unfeasible task. Therefore, social media platforms are seeking to identify signals of credibility, or news quality,
that could help them promote trustworthy and reliable information. These signals should rely on information
about the content that is readily accessible to the platform or at least easy to estimate, without having to inspect
the content itself or having to bring in a human to review it.

There is a vast literature devoted to identifying the reputation of content and actors on the Web [38–44], but
many of these approaches are either hard to scale or make restrictive assumptions about the type of metadata
available. These assumptions often reflect the specific Web platforms for which they were originally developed,
for example the requirement that content is organized following wiki principles and that there is a full history of
all user actions available [38]. More recently work in the context of political news consumption has proposed
to use crowdsourcing to evaluate the reliability of news sources [45]. Finally, other work proposes instead to
promote content that produces engagement within a politically diverse audience [46].

5 Discussion and future challenges

When it comes to the modern information ecosystem, misinformation and disinformation (in all its related
forms) poses strong threats to the integrity of public discourse. Here we have outlined two areas where data
engineering could help conduct the fight against fake news. The first is about measuring the actual prevalence of
misinformation, the amount of exposure it gets, and the main actors responsible for producing and disseminating
it. Source-level reliability ratings are the current standard used in much of the literature and form the backbone of
several content moderation schemes used by real platforms [47, 48]. Lists curated by fact-checkers and other
third-party organizations are thus a valuable tool, but present several challenges and limitations. First of all,
the content of these lists is often static while the Web and social media are dynamic environments. How to
update these lists? One possibility could be to look into the tail of the popularity distribution for potential
candidates of up-and-coming misinformation producers. Another approach could be to focus on users that are
routinely exposed to known low-credibility sources (or that share content from them) and identify what other
sources they are routinely exposed to (co-exposure) or they share content from (co-sharing). This could reveal
novel unrated sources that could be passed to expert journalist for rating and further evaluation (see Fig. 1).
More broadly, combining data about co-exposure (or co-sharing) of multiple users it could be possible to define
networks of low-credibility sources with overlapping audiences, potentially revealing the broader ecosystem
of online misinformation. Several interesting questions arise: can we look into niche communities to see what
content they are sharing? Can we identify collusion rings of sources pushing similar content in an orchestrated
fashion? To support this endeavor, there is an urgent need for novel technical standards and methods. Novel
Web standards could help provide more meaningful annotation for Internet sources, while novel methods to link
different domains operated by the same organizations could mitigate the aforementioned problems with churn
and active avoidance by malicious actors.

The second major area of activity is the quest to automate fact-checking or at least help support human
fact-checkers in their task of verifying claims. Considering the unstructured nature of online discourse, there is
in this case too a need for novel standards of annotation of online content. The development of a standardized
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CrazyNews.com
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CrazyNews.com Newspaper.com

WeirdPost.com

WeirdPost.com
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Figure 1: Example of a co-exposure network. (a) Alice and Bob follow three sources: a known misinformation
source (CrazyNews.com), a known reliable source (Newspaper.com) and a source for which no rating is available
(WeirdPost.com). (b) The co-exposure network is a graph whose nodes are sources and there is an edge (solid
lines) between two sources if they share some users (i.e., they co-expose). Since WeirdPost.com as a co-exposure
with CrazyNews.com due to Alice, it is possible to propagate the rating of ‘misinformation source’ to its neighbor
with unknown rating (dashed arrow). Note that the propagation does not apply to neighbors with a known rating:
Newspaper.com is already a known reliable source so its rating does not change.

schema and ontology for content annotation would provide a means by which multimedia content on the web
could begin to properly be aggregated and cross-referenced in a dependable way. Journalists and publishers could
be provided education and tools on how to annotate their own work such that computer scientists would not need
to retroactively mine and process media on the web.

A good example is the ClaimReview schema [49], a content annotation format developed by researchers at
Duke University. ClaimReview provides an important first step in the direction of content annotation as it relates
to claims in news media. This schema allows professional fact checkers to annotate their fact-checks with distinct
properties, such as the claim reviewed and the rating decision. This allows claims to be aggregated and queried
by search engines. There has been some preliminary research regarding necessary schemas for annotating news
media. Arslan et al. [50] have identified a set of 20 semantic frames (11 novel frames and 9 exisiting Berkeley
FrameNet [51] frames) that can be used to model factual claims. Ciampaglia and Licato [52] identified the need
for argumentation schemes to capture rhetorical methods present among claims found in news media.
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Abstract

Investigative Journalism (IJ, in short) is staple of modern, democratic societies. IJ often necessitates
working with large, dynamic sets of heterogeneous, schema-less data sources, which can be structured,
semi-structured, or textual, limiting the applicability of classical data integration approaches. In prior
work, we have developed ConnectionLens, a system capable of integrating such sources into a single
heterogeneous graph, leveraging Information Extraction (IE) techniques; users can then query the graph
by means of keywords, and explore query results and their neighborhood using an interactive GUI. Our
keyword search problem is complicated by the graph heterogeneity, and by the lack of a result score
function that would enable pruning of the search space.

In this work, we describe an actual IJ application studying conflicts of interest in the biomedical
domain, and we show how ConnectionLens supports it. Then, we present novel techniques addressing the
scalability challenges raised by this application: one allows us to reduce the significant IE costs while
building the graph, while the other is a novel, parallel, in-memory keyword search engine, which achieves
orders of magnitude speed-up over our previous engine. Our experimental study on the real-world IJ
application data confirms the benefits of our contributions.

1 Introduction

Journalism and the press are a critical ingredient of any modern society. Like many other industries, such as
trade, or entertainment, journalism has benefitted from the explosion of Web technologies, which enabled instant
sharing of their content with the audience. However, unlike trade, where databases and data warehouses had
taken over daily operations decades before the Web age, many newsrooms discovered the Web and social media,
long before building strong information systems where journalists could store their information and/or ingest
data of interest for them. As a matter of fact, journalists’ desire to protect their confidential information may also
have played a role in delaying the adoption of data management infrastructures in newsrooms.

At the same time, highly appreciated journalism work often requires acquiring, curating, and exploiting large
amounts of digital data. Among the authors, S. Horel co-authored the “Monsanto Papers” series which obtained
the European Press Prize Investigative Reporting Award in 2018 [1]; a similar project is the “Panama Papers”
(later known as “Offshore Leaks”) series of the International Consortium of Investigative Journalists [2]. In such

Copyright 2021 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
Bulletin of the IEEE Computer Society Technical Committee on Data Engineering
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works, journalists are forced to work with heterogeneous data, potentially in different data models (structured
such as relations, semistructured such as JSON or XML documents, or graphs, including but not limited to RDF,
as well as unstructured text). We, the authors, are currently collaborating on such an Investigative Journalism
(IJ, in short) application, focused on the study of situations potentially leading to conflicts of interest1 (CoIs,
in short) between biomedical experts and various organizations: corporations, industry associations, lobbying
organizations or front groups. Information of interest in this setting comes from: scientific publications (in
PDF) where authors declare e.g., “Dr. X. Y. has received consulting fees from ABC”; semi-structured metadata
(typically XML, used for instance in PubMed), where authors may also specify such connections; a medical
association, say, French Cardiology, may build its own disclosure database which may be relational, while a
company may disclose its ties to specialists in a spreadsheet.

This paper builds upon our recent work [3], where we have identified a set of requirements (R) and con-
straints (C) that need to be addressed to efficiently support IJ applications. We recall them here for clarity and
completeness:
R1. Integral source preservation and provenance: in journalistic work, it is crucial to be able to trace each
information item back to the data source from which it came. This enables adequately sourcing information, an
important tenet of quality journalism.
R2. Little to no effort required from users: journalists often lack time and resources to set up IT tools or
data processing pipelines. Even when they are able to use a tool supporting one or two data models (e.g., most
relational databases provide some support for JSON data), handling other data models remains challenging. Thus,
the data analysis pipeline needs to be as automatic as possible.
C1. Little-known entities: interesting journalistic datasets feature some extremely well-known entities (e.g.,
world leaders in the pharmaceutical industry) next to others of much smaller notoriety (e.g., an expert consulted
by EU institutions, or a little-known trade association). From a journalistic perspective, such lesser-known entities
may play a crucial role in making interesting connections among data sources, e.g., the association may be created
by the industry leader, and it may pay the expert honoraries.
C2. Controlled dataset ingestion: the level of confidence in the data required for journalistic use excludes
massive ingestion from uncontrolled data sources, e.g., through large-scale Web crawls.
R3. Performance on “off-the-shelf” hardware: The efficiency of our data processing pipeline is important;
also, the tool should run on general-purpose hardware, available to users like the ones we consider, without
expertise or access to special hardware.

Further, IJ applications’ data analysis needs entail:
R4. Finding connections across heterogeneous datasets is a core need. In particular, it is important for our
approach to be tolerant of inevitable differences in the organization of data across sources. Heterogeneous data
integration works, such as [4–6], and recent heterogeneous polystores, e.g., [7–9] assume that sources have
well-understood schemas; other recent works, e.g., [10–12] focus on analyzing large sets of Open Data sources,
all of which are tabular. IJ data sources do not fit these hypotheses: data can be semi-structured, structured, or
simply text. Therefore, we opt for integrating all data sources in a heterogeneous graph (with no integrated
schema) and for keyword-based querying (where users specify some terms); the system returns subtrees of the
graph that connect nodes matching these terms.
C3. Lack of single, well-behaved answer score: After discussing several journalistic scenarios, we have not
been able to identify a unique method (score) for deciding which are the best answers to a query. Instead: (i) it
appears that “very large” answers (say, of more than 20 edges) are of limited interest; (ii) connections that “state
the obvious”, e.g., that a French scientist is connected to a French company through their nationality, are not of
interest. Therefore, unlike prior keyword search algorithms, which fix a score function and exploit it to prune the
search, our algorithm must be orthogonal and work it with any score function.

1According to the 2011 French transparency law, “A conflict of interest is any situation where a public interest may interfere with a
public or private interest, in such a way that the public interest may be, or appear to be, unduly influenced.”
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Building upon our previous work, and years-long discussions of IJ scenarios, this paper makes the following
contributions:

• We describe the CoI IJ application proposed by S. Horel (Section 2); we extract its technical requirements
and we devise an end-to-end data analysis pipeline addressing these requirements (Section 3).

• We provide application-driven optimizations, inspired from the CoI scenario but reusable to other contexts,
which speed up the graph construction process (Section 4).

• We introduce a parallel, in-memory version of the keyword search algorithm described in [3, 13], and we
explain our design in both the physical database layout and the parallel query execution (Section 5).

• We evaluate the performance of our system on synthetic and real-world data. We demonstrate its scalability,
and demonstrate performance improvements of several orders of magnitude over our prior work, thereby
enabling the journalists to perform interactive exploration of their data (Section 6).

2 Use case: conflicts of interest in the biomedical domain

The topic. Biomedical experts such as health scientists and researchers in life sciences play an important role
in society, advising governments and the public on health issues. They also routinely interact with industry
(pharmaceutical, agrifood etc.), consulting, collaborating on research, or otherwise sharing work and interests. To
trust advice coming from these experts, it is important to ensure the advice is not unduly influenced by vested
interests. Yet, IJ work, e.g. [14–16], has shown that disclosure information is often scattered across multiple
data sources, hindering access to this information. We now illustrate the data processing required to gather and
collectively exploit such information.

Figure 1: Graph data integration in ConnectionLens.

Sample data. Figure 1
shows a tiny fragment of
data that can be used to
find connections between
scientists and companies.
For now, consider only
the nodes shown as a
black dot or as a text la-
bel, and the solid, black
edges connecting them;
these model directly the
data. The others are
added by ConnectionLens
as we discuss in Sec-
tion 3.1. (i) Hundreds of
millions of bibliographic
notices (in XML) are pub-
lished on the PubMed
web site; the site also
links to research (in PDF). In recent years, PubMed has included an optional CoIStatement element where
authors can declare (in free text) their possible links with industrial players; less than 20% of recent papers have
this element, and some of those present are empty (“The authors declare no conflict of interest”). (ii) Within the
PDF papers themselves, paragraphs titled, e.g., “Acknowledgments”, “Disclosure statement” etc., may contain
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such information, even if the CoIStatement is absent or empty. This information is accessible if one converts
the PDF in a format such as JSON. In Figure 1, Alice declares her consulting for ABCPharma in XML, yet the
“Acknowledgments” paragraph in her PDF paper mentions HealthStar.2 (iii) A (subset of a) knowledge base (in
RDF) such as WikiData describes well-known entities, e.g., ABCPharma; however, less-known entities of interest
in an IJ scenario are often missing from such KGs, e.g., HealthStar in our example. (iv) Specialized data sources,
such as a trade catalog or a Wiki Web site built by other investigative journalists, may provide information on
some such actors: in our example, the PharmaLeaks Web site shows that HealthStar is also funded by the industry.
Such a site, established by a trusted source (or colleague), even if it has little or no structure, is a gold mine to
be reused, since it saves days or weeks of tedious IJ work. In this and many IJ scenarios, sources are highly
heterogeneous, while time, skills, and resources to curate, clean, or structure the data are not available.
Sample query. Our application requires the connections of specialists in lung diseases, working in France, with
pharmaceutical companies. In Figure 1, the edges with green highlight and those with yellow highlight, together,
form an answer connecting Alice to ABCPharma (spanning over the XML and RDF sources); similarly, the
edges highlighted in green together with those in blue, spanning over XML, JSON and HTML, connect her to
HealthStar.
The potential impact of a CoI database. A database of known relationships between experts and companies,
built by integrating heterogeneous data sources, would be a valuable asset. In Europe, such a database could be
used, e.g., to select, for a committee advising EU officials on industrial pollutants, experts with few or no such
relationships. In the US, the Sunshine Act [17], just like the French 2011 transparency law, requires manufacturers
of drugs and medical devices to declare such information. However, this does not extend to companies from other
sectors.

3 Investigative journalism pipeline

Figure 2: Investigative Journalism data analysis pipeline.

The pipeline we have built for IJ is outlined in Figure 2. First, we recall ConnectionLens graph construction
(Section 3.1), which integrates heterogeneous data into a graph, stored and indexed in PostgreSQL. On this graph,
the GAM keyword search algorithm (recalled in Section 3.2) answers queries such as our motivating example;
these are both detailed in [3]. The modules with yellow background in Figure 2 are the novelties of this work, and
will be introduced below: scenario-driven performance optimizations to the graph construction (Section 4), and
an in-memory, parallel keyword search algorithm, called P-GAM (Section 5).

3.1 ConnectionLens graph construction

ConnectionLens integrates JSON, XML, RDF, HTML, relational or text data into a graph, as illustrated in Figure 1.
Each source is mapped to the graph as close to its data model as possible, e.g., XML edges have no labels while
internal nodes all have names, while in JSON conventions are different. Next, ConnectionLens extracts named
entities from all text nodes, regardless the data source they come from, using trained language models. In the

2This example is inspired from prior work of S. Horel where she identified (manually inspecting thousands of documents) an expert
supposedly with no industrial ties, yet who authored papers for which companies had supplied and prepared data.
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figure, blue, green, and orange nodes denote Organization, Location, and Person entities, respectively. Each
such entity node is connected to the text node it has been extracted from, by an extraction edge recording
also the confidence of the extraction (dashed in the figure). Entity nodes are shared across the graph, e.g.,
Person:Alice has been found in three data sources, Org:BestPharma in two sources etc. ConnectionLens includes
a disambiguation module which avoids mistakenly unifying entities with the same labels but different meanings.
Finally, nodes with similar labels are compared, and if their similarity is above a threshold, a sameAs (red) edge
connecting them is introduced, labeled with the similarity value.

A sameAs edge with similarity 1.0 is called an equivalence edge. Then, p equivalent nodes, e.g., the entity
ABCPharma and the identical-label RDF literal, would lead to p(p− 1)/2 equivalence edges. To keep the graph
compact, one of the p nodes is declared the representative of all p nodes, and instead, we only store the p− 1
equivalence edges adjacent to the representative. Details on the graph construction steps can be found in [3].

Formally, a ConnectionLens graph is denoted G = (N,E), where nodes can be of different types (URIs,
XML elements, JSON nodes, etc., including extracted entities) and edges encode data source structure, the
connection between extracted entities and the text in which they were found, as well as node label similarity.

3.2 The GAM keyword search algorithm

Figure 3: Trees built by GAM for our sample query.

We view our motivating query, on highly
heterogeneous content with no a-priori
known structure, as a keyword search
query over a graph. Formally, a query
Q = {w1, w2, . . . , wm} is a set of m key-
words, and an answer tree (AT, in short)
is a set t of G edges which (i) together,
form a tree, and (ii) for each wi, contain
at least one node whose label matches wi.
We are interested in minimal answer trees,
i.e., answer trees that satisfy the following
properties: (i) removing an edge from the
tree will make it lack at least one keyword match, and (ii) if mulitple nodes match a query keyword, then all
matching nodes are related through sameAs links with similarity 1.0. In the literature (see Section 7), a score
function is used to compute the quality of an answer, and only the best k ATs are returned, for a small integer
k. Our problem is harder since: (i) our ATs may span across different data sources, even of different data
models; (ii) they may traverse an edge in its original or in the opposite direction, e.g., to go from JSON to
XML through Alice; this doubles the search space, compared to a directed graph where a single direction is
considered; and (iii) no single score function serves all IJ needs since, depending on the scenario, journalists
may favor different (incompatible) properties of an AT, such as “being characteristic of the dataset” or, on the
contrary, “being surprising”. Thus, we cannot rely on special properties of the score function to help us prune
unpromising parts of the search space, as done in prior work (see Section 7). Intuitively, tree size could be used to
limit the search: very large answer trees (say, of more than 100 edges) generally do not represent meaningful
connections. However, in heterogeneous, complex graphs, users find it hard to set a size limit for the exploration.
Nor is a smaller solution always better than a larger one. For instance, an expert and a company may both have
“nationality” edges leading to “French” (a solution of 2 edges), but that may be less interesting than finding that
the expert has written an article specifying in its CoIStatement funding from the company (which could span 5
edges or more).

Our Grow-and-Aggressive-Merge (GAM) algorithm [3, 13] enumerates trees exhaustively, until a number
of answers are found, or a time-out. First, it builds 1-node trees from the nodes of G which match 1 or more
keywords, e.g., t1, t2, t3 in Figure 3, showing some partial trees built when answering our sample query. The
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keyword match in each node label appears in bold. Then, GAM relies on two steps. Grow adds to the root of a
tree one of its adjacent edges in the graph, leading to a new tree: thus t4 is obtained by Grow on t1, t5 by Grow
on t4, and successive Grow steps lead from t2 to t15. Similarly, from t3, successive Grow’s go from the HTML to
the JSON data source (the HealthStar entity occurs in both), and then to the XML one, building t20. Second, as
soon as a tree is built by Grow, it is Merged with all the trees already found, rooted in the same node, matching
different keywords and having disjoint edges wrt the given tree. For instance, assuming t15 is built after t5, they
are immediately merged into the tree t16, having the union of their edges. Each Merge result is then merged again
with all qualifying trees (thus the “agressive” in the algorithm name). For instance, when Grow on t20 builds a
tree rooted in the PubMedArticle node (not shown; call it tA), Merge(t16, tA) is immediately built, and is exactly
the answer highlighted with green and blue in Figure 1. Section 5.2 explains the steps of GAM in the context of
its parallel version introduced in this paper.

Together, Grow and Merge are guaranteed to generate all solutions. If m = 2, Grow alone is sufficient, while
m ≥ 3 also requires Merge. GAM may build a tree in several ways, e.g., the answer above could also be obtained
as Merge(Merge(t15, Grow(t20)), t5); GAM keeps a history of already explored trees, to avoid repeating work on
them. Importantly, GAM can be used with any score function. Its details are described in [3, 13].

4 Use case-driven optimization

In this section, we present an optimization we brought to the graph construction process, guided by our target
application.

In the experiments we ran, Named Entity Recognition (NER) took up to 90% of the time ConnectionLens
needs to integrate data sources into a graph. The more textual the sources are, the more time is spent on NER.
Our application data lead us to observe that:

• Some text nodes ()e.g., those found on the path PubMedArticle.Authors.Author.Name) always correspond
to entities of a certain type (in our example, Person). If this information is given to ConnectionLens, it can
create a Person entity node, like the Alice node in Figure 1, without calling the expensive NER procedure.

• Other text nodes may be deemed uninteresting for extraction because journalists think no interesting entities
appear there. If ConnectionLens is aware of this, it can skip the NER call on such text nodes. Observe that
the input data, including all its text nodes, is always preserved; we only avoid extraction effort deemed
useless (but it can still be applied later if application requirements evolve).

To exploit this insight, we introduced a notion of context, and allow users to specify (optional) extraction
policies. A context is an expression designating a set of text nodes in one or several data sources. For instance, a
context specified by the rooted path PubMedArticle.Authors.Author.Name designates all the text values of nodes
found on that path in an XML data source; the same mechanism applies to an HTML or JSON data source. In a
relational data source containing table R with attribute a, a context of the form R.a designates all text nodes in
the ConnectionLens graph obtained from a value of the attribute a in relation R. Finally, an RDF property p used
as context designates all the values o such that a triple (s, p, o) is ingested in a ConnectionLens graph.

Based on contexts, an extraction policy takes one of the following form: (i) c force Te, where c is a context
and Te is an entity type, e.g., Person, states that each node designated by the context is exactly one instance of Te
; (ii) c skip, to indicate that NER should not be performed on the text nodes designated by c; (iii) as syntactic
sugar, for hierarchical data models (e.g., XML, JSON etc.), c skipAll states that NER should not be performed on
the text nodes designated by c. This allows larger-granularity control of NER on different portions of the data.

Observe that our contexts (thus, our policies) are specified within a data model; this is because the regularity
that allows defining them can only be hoped for within data sources with identical structure. Policies allow
journalists to state what is obvious to them, and/or what is not interesting, in the interest of graph construction
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Figure 4: Physical graph layout in memory.

speed. Force policies may also improve graph quality, by making sure NER does not miss any entity designated
by the context.

5 In-memory parallel keyword search

We now describe the novel keyword search module that is the main technical contribution of this work. A in-
memory graph storage model specifically designed for our graphs and with keyword search in mind (Section 5.1)
is leveraged by a a multi-threaded, paralell algorithm, called P-GAM (Section 5.2), which is a parallel extension
of our original GAM algorithm outlined in Section 3.2.

5.1 Physical in-memory database design

The size of the main memory in modern servers has grown significantly over the past decade. Data management
research has by now led to several DB engines running entirely in main memory, such as Oracle Database
In-Memory, SAP HANA, and Microsoft SQL Server with Hekaton. Moving data from hard disks to main memory
significantly boosts performance by avoiding disk I/O costs. However, it introduces new challenges on the
optimization of the data structures and the execution model for a different bottleneck: memory access [18].

We have integrated P-GAM inside a novel in-memory graph database, which we have built and optimized for
P-GAM operations. The physical layout of a graph database is important, given that graph processing is known to
suffer from random memory accesses [19–22]. Our design (i) includes all the data needed by applications as
described in Section 2, while also (ii) aiming at high-performance, parallel query execution in modern scale-up
servers, in order to tackle huge search spaces (Section 3.2).

We start with the scalability requirements. Like GAM, P-GAM also performs Grow and Merge operations
(recall Figure 3). To enumerate possible Grow steps, P-GAM needs to access all edges adjacent to the root of a
tree, as well as the representative (Section 3.1) of the root, to enable growing with an equivalence edge. Further,
as we will see, P-GAM (as well as GAM) relies on a simple edge metric, called specificity, derived from the
number of edges with the same label adjacent to a given node, to decide the best neighbor to Grow to. For
instance, if a node has 1 spouse and 10 friend edges, the edge going to the spouse is more specific than one going
to a friend. A Merge does not need more information than available in its input trees; instead, it requires specific
run-time data structures, as we describe below.

In our memory layout, we split the data required for search, from the rest, as the former are critical for
performance; we refer to the latter as metadata. Figure 4 depicts the memory tables that we use. The Node table
includes the ID of the data source where the node comes from, and references to each node’s: (i) representative,
(ii) K neighbors, if they exist (for a fixed K, which is pre-allocated), (iii) metadata, and (iv) other neighbors, if
they exist (dynamically allocated beyond K). We separate the allocation of neighbors into static and dynamic,
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Algorithm 1: P-GAM
Input: G = (N,E), query Q={w1, . . ., wm}, maximum number of solutions M , maximum time limit
Output: Answer trees for Q on G

1 pQueuei← new priority queue of (tree, edge) pairs, 1 ≤ i ≤ nt;
2 NQ ← ∪wi∈Q keywordIndex.lookup(wi);
3 for n ∈ NQ, e edge adjacent to n do
4 push (n, e) on some pQueuej (distribute equally)
5 end
6 launch nt P-GAM Worker (Algorithm 2) threads;
7 return solutions

to keep K neighbors in the main Node structure, while the rest are placed in a separate heap area, stored in the
Node connections table. This way, we can allocate a fixed size to each Node, efficiently supporting the memory
accesses of P-GAM. In our implementation, we set K = 5; in general, it can be set based on the median degree
of the graph vertices. The Node metadata table includes information about the type of each node (e.g., JSON,
HTML, etc.) and its label, comprising the keywords that we use for searching the graph. The Edge table includes
a reference to the source and the target node of every edge, the edge specificity, and a reference to the edge
metadata. The Edge metadata table includes the type and the label of each edge. Finally, we use a keywordIndex,
which is a hash-based map associating every node with its labels. P-GAM probes the keywordIndex when a query
arrives to find the references to the Node table that match the query keywords and start the search from there.
The labels are encoded in order to achieve a more compact representation, while also indexed to allow prefix
matching, following the work in [23]. Among all the structures, only Node connections (singled out by a dark
background in Figure 4) is in a dynamically allocated area; all the others are statically allocated.

The above storage is row (node) oriented, even though column storage often speeds up greatly analytical
processing; this is due to the nature of the keyword search problem, which requires traversing the graph from the
nodes matching the keywords, in BFS style. Since we consider ad-hoc queries (any keyword combinations), there
are no guarantees about the order of the nodes P-GAM visits. Therefore, in our setting, the vertically selective
access patterns, which are exploited by column-stores, do not apply. Instead, the crucial optimization here is to
find the neighbors of every node fast. This is leveraged by our algorithm, as we explain below.

5.2 P-GAM: parallel keyword query execution

Our P-GAM (Parallel GAM) query algorithm builds a set of data structures, which are exploited by concurrent
workers (threads) to produce query answers. We split these data structures to shared and private to the workers.
We start with the shared ones. The history data structure holds all trees built during the exploration, while
treesByRoot gives access to all trees rooted in a certain node. As the search space is huge, history and treesByRoot
grow very much. Specfically, for history, P-GAM first has to make sure that an intermediate AT has not been
considered before (i.e., browse the history) before writing a new entry. Similarly, treesByRoot is updated only
when a tree changes its root or if there is a Merge of two trees; however, it is probed several times for Merge
candidates. Therefore, we have implemented these data structures as lock-free hash-based maps to ensure high
concurrency and prioritize read accesses. Observe that, given the high degree of data sharing, keeping these data
structures thread-private would not yield any benefit.

Moving to the thread-private data structures, each thread, say number i, has a priority queue pQueuei, in
which we push (tree, edge) pairs, such that the edge is adjacent to the root of the tree. Priority in this queue is
determined as follows: we prefer the pairs whose nodes match most query keywords; to break a tie, we prefer
smaller trees; and to break a possible tie among these, we prefer the pair where the edge has the highest-specificity.
This is a simple priority order we chose empirically; any other priority could be used, with no change to the
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Algorithm 2: P-GAM Worker (thread number i out of nt)

1 repeat
2 pop (t, e), the highest-priority pair in pQueuei (or, if empty, from the pQueuej having the most

entries);
3 tG ← Grow(t, e);
4 if tG 6∈ history then
5 for all edges e′ adjacent to the root of tG, push (tG, e′) in pQueuei;
6 build all tM ←Merge(tG, t′) where t′ ∈ treesByRoot.get(tG.root) and t′ matches Q keywords

disjoint from those of tG;
7 if tM 6∈ history then
8 recursively merge tM with all suitable partners;
9 add all the (new) Merge trees to history;

10 for each new Merge tree t′′, and edge e′′ adjacent to the root of t′′, push (t′′, e′′) in pQueuei;
11 end
12 end
13 until time-out or M solutions are found or all pQueuej empty, for 1 ≤ j ≤ nt;

algorithm.
P-GAM keyword search is outlined in Algorithm 1. It creates the shared structures, and nt threads (as many

as available based on the availability of computing hardware resources). The search starts by looking up the
nodes NQ matching at least one query keywords (line 2); we create a 1-node tree from each such node, and push
it together with an adjacent edge (line 4), in one of the pQueue’s (distributing them in round-robin).

Next, nt worker threads run in parallel Algorithm 2, until a global stop condition: time-out, or until the
maximum number of solutions has been reached, or all the queues are empty. Each worker repeatedly picks the
highest-priority (tree, edge) pair on its queue (line 2), and applies Grow on it (line 3), leading to a 1-edge larger
tree (e.g., t5 obtained from t4 in Figure 3). Thus, the stack priority orders the possible Grow steps at a certain
point during the search; it tends to lead to small solutions being found first, so that users are not surprised by
the lack of a connection they expected (and which usually involves few connections). If the Grow result tree
had not been found before (this is determined from the history), the worker tries to Merge it with all compatible
trees, found within treesByRoot (line 6). The Merge partners (e.g., t5 and t15 in Figure 3) should match different
(disjoint) keywords; this condition ensures minimality of the solution. Merge results are repeatedly Merge’d
again; the thread switches back to Grow only when no new Merge on the same root is possible. Any newly created
tree is checked and, if it matches all query keywords, added to the solution set (and not pushed in any queue).
Finally, to balance the load among the workers, if one has exhausted his queue, it retrieves the highest-priority
(tree, edge) pair from the queue with most entries, pushing the possible results in its own queue.

As seen above, the threads intensely compete for access to history and treesByRoot. As we demonstrate in
Section 6.3, our design allows excellent scalability as the number of threads increases.

6 Experimental evaluation

We now present the results of our experimental evaluation. Section 6.1 presents the hardware and data we
used. Section 6.2 studies the impact of extraction policies (Section 4). Section 6.3 analyzes the scalability of
P-GAM, focusing on its interaction with the hardware, and demonstrates its significant gains with respect to
GAM. Section 6.4 demonstrates P-GAM scalability on a large, real-world graph built for our CoI IJ application.
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(a) Synthetic graphs: chaink, starp,k (b) Chain graph scaling (c) Star graph scaling

Figure 5: Synthetic graphs performance

6.1 Hardware and software setup

We used a server with 2x10-core Intel Xeon E5-2640 v4 CPUs clocked at 2.4GHz, and 192GB of DRAM. We do
not use Hyper-Threads, and we bind every CPU core to a single worker thread. As shown in Figure 2, we use
ConnectionLens (90% Java, 10% Python) to construct a graph out of our data sources, and store it in PostgreSQL.
Following the processing pipeline, we migrate the graph to our novel in-memory graph engine, which implements
P-GAM. The query engine is a NUMA-aware, multi-threaded C++ application.

6.2 Impact of extraction policies

In this experiment, we loaded a set of 20.000 Pubmed XML bibliographic notices (38.4 MB on disk). This dataset
inspired the following extraction policy: the text content of any PubMedArticle.Authors.Author.Name is a Person
entity, and that extraction is skipped from the article and journal title, as well as from the article keywords. NER
is still applied on author affiliations (rich with Organization and Location entities), as well as on the CoIStatement
elements of crucial interest in our context.

By introducing the policy, the extraction time went down from 1199s (no policy) to 716s, yielding a speed-up
of about 1.67x. The total loading time was reduced from 1461s to 929s, translating to 1.57x speed-up. As a point
of reference, we also noted the time to load (and index) the graph nodes and edges in PostgreSQL; extraction
strongly dominates the total time, confirming the practical interest of application-driven policies.

6.3 Scalability analysis

The scalability analysis is performed on synthetic graphs, whose size and topology we can fully control. We
focus on two aspects that impact scalability: (i) contention in concurrent access to data structures, and (ii) size
of the graph (which impacts the search space). To analyze the behavior of concurrent data structures, we use
chaink graphs, because they yield a big number of intermediate results, shared across threads, even for a small
graph. This way, we can isolate the size of the graph from the size of the intermediate results. We repeat every
experiment five times, and we report the average query execution time.

We use two shapes of graphs (each with 1 associated query), leading to very different search space sizes
(Figure 5a). In both graphs, all the kwdi for 0 ≤ i are distinct keywords, as well as the labels of the node(s) where
the keyword is shown; no other node label matches these keywords. Chaink has 2k edges; on it, {kwd0, kwd1}
has 2k solutions, since any two neighbor nodes can be connected by an ai or by a bi edge; further, 2k+1 − 2
partial (non-solution) trees are built, each containing one keyword plus a path growing toward (but not reaching)
the other. Starp,k has p branches, each of which is a line of length k; at one extremity each line has a keyword
kwdi, 1 ≤ i ≤ p, while at the other extremity, all lines have kwd0. As explained in Section 3.1, these nodes are
equivalent, one is designated their representative (in the Figure, the topmost one), and the others are connected
to it through equivalence edges, shown in red. On this graph, the query {kwd0, kwd1, . . ., kwdp} has exactly 1
solution which is the complete graph; there are O(k + 1)2p partial trees.
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Graph chain12 chain13 chain14 chain15 star4,1000 star4,2000 star4,3000 star4,4000 star4,5000
S 4096 8192 16382 32768 1 1 1 1 1
T 1−clean
PGAM 40 92 215 551 34 78 133 196 242
T 1−query
PGAM (ms) 3 8 17 46 151 693 1957 4711 8592
TPGAM (s) 1 5 17 83 1 4 11 27 51
T 1 (ms) 160 203 234 315 4063 12580 36261 67984 108960
T (s) 674 900 900 900 60 244 900 900 900

Table 1: Single-thread P-GAM vs. GAM performance.

Single-thread P-GAM vs. GAM. We start by comparing P-GAM, using only 1 thread, with the (single-threaded)
Java-based GAM, accessing graph edges from a PostgreSQL database. We ran the two algorithms on the synthetic
graphs and queries, with a time-out of 15 minutes; both could stop earlier if they exhausted the search space.
Table 1 shows: the number of solutions S, the time T 1−clean

PGAM (ms) until the internal data structures have been
cleaned and properly prepared for queried, the time T 1−query

PGAM (ms) until the first solution is found by P-GAM
and its total running time TPGAM (s) that includes both cleaning and querying for all solutions, as well as the
corresponding times T 1 and T for GAM (Java on Postgres). On these tiny graphs, both algorithms found all the
expected solutions, however, even without parallelism, P-GAM is 10× to more than 100× faster. Further, on all
but the 3 smallest graphs, GAM did not exhaust its search space in 15 minutes. This experiment demonstrates
and validates the expected speed-up of a carefully designed in-memory implementation, even without parallelism
(since we restricted P-GAM to 1 thread).
Parallel P-GAM. In the following, we omit the time required for cleaning up the data structures after every
iteration, as we want to focus on the scalability of the algorithm. Nevertheless, the time for the maintenance
of internal data structures takes less than 5% of the query time for large graphs. On the graphs chaink for
12 ≤ k ≤ 15, we report the exhaustive search time (Figure 5b) for query {kwd0, kwd1} as we increase the
number of worker threads from 1 to 20. We see a clear speedup as the number of threads increases, which is
around 13x for the graph sizes that we report. The speedup is not linear, because as the size of the intermediate
results grows, it exceeds the size of the CPU caches, while threads need to access them at every iteration. Our
profiling revealed that, as several threads access the shared data structures, they evict content from the CPU cache
that would be useful to other threads. Instead, we did not notice overheads from our synchronization mechanisms.
Therefore, we observe that our parallelization approach using concurrent data structures is beneficial for parallel
processing, while partitioning-oblivious.

To study the scalability of the algorithm with the graph size, we use star4,k for k ∈ {1K, 2K, 3K, 4K, 5K}
and the query {kwd1, kwd2, kwd3, kwd4}. Figure 5c shows the exhaustive search time of P-GAM on these graphs
of up to 20.000 nodes, using 1 to 4 threads. We obtain an average speed-up of 3.2× with 4 threads, regardless
the size of the graph, which shows that P-GAM scales well for different graph models and graph sizes. After
profiling, we observed that the size of the intermediate results impacts the performance, similar to the previous
case of the chain graph.

In the above star4,k experiments, we used up to 4 threads since the graph has a symmetry of 4 (however,
threads share the work with no knowledge of the graph structure). When keyword matches are poorly connected,
e.g., at the end of simple paths, as in our star graphs, P-GAM search starts by exploring these paths, moving farther
away from each keyword; if N nodes match query keywords, up to N threads can share this work. In contrast,
as soon as these explored paths intersect, Grow and Merge create many opportunities that can be exploited by
different threads. On chaink, the presence of 2 edges between any adjacent nodes multiplies the Grow and Merge
opportunities, work which can be shared by many threads. This is why on chaink, we see scalability up to 20
worker threads, which is the maximum that our server supports.
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Data model |E| |N | |NP | |NO| |NL|
XML 35,318,110 22,204,487 1,561,352 718,434 147,256
JSON 2,800,959 998,013 133,794 147,431 9,822
HTML 232,675 174,849 5,144 4,479 581
Total 38,351,744 23,377,349 1,700,290 870,344 157,659

Table 2: Statistics on Conflict of Interest application graph.

# Keywords T 1 T last T S # DS
1 A1, A2 200 4840 4840 1000 1-6, 5
2 A1, H1 130 615 615 1000 1-7, 7
3 A3, I1 1263 20547 60000 13 2-4, 2,3
4 A4, I2 2860 2866 60000 3 2-3, 3
5 A5, A6, I3 2602 4203 60000 15 6,8, 8
6 A7, H2, I2 2385 59131 60000 22 5-9, 6
7 A8, I2, I4 667 51186 60000 63 4-7, 6
8 A9, H3, I2 264 59831 60000 516 3-8, 5
9 H2, I1, P1 1267 60212 60000 148 6-8, 6

10 A5, A10, I2 19077 23160 60000 9 8, 8
11 A11, I1, I2, P2 4791 54477 60000 9 5,7-8, 8
12 A9, I1, I4, I5 6327 55762 60000 38 8-9, 11, 8
13 A7, I1, I6, P1 1857 3057 60000 8 7, 8, 7,8
14 A12, I1, P2, H3 21031 55221 60000 24 7, 7
15 A7, A8, I1, I2, I4 3389 28237 60000 4 7-8,11, 11

Table 3: P-GAM performance on CoI real-world graph.

6.4 P-GAM in Conflict of Interest application

We now describe experiments on actual application data.
The graph. We selected sources based on S. Horel’s expertise and suggestions, as follows. (i) We loaded
more than 450.000 PubMed bibliographic notices (XML), corresponding to articles from 2019 and 2020; they
occupy 934 MB on disk. We used the same extraction policy as in Section 6.2 to perform only the necessary
extraction. (ii) We downloaded almost 42,000 PDF articles corresponding to these notices (those that were
available in Open Access), transformed them into JSON using an extraction script we developed, and preserved
only those paragraphs starting with a set of keywords (“Disclosure”, “Competing Interest”, “Acknowlegments”
etc.) which have been shown [1] to encode potentially interesting participation of people (other than authors)
and organizations in an article. Together, these JSON fragments occupy 340 MB on disk. The JSON and
the XML content from the same paper are connected (at least) through the URI of that paper, as shown in
Figure 1. (iii) We crawled 781 HTML Web pages from a set of Web sites describing people and organizations
previously involved in scientific expertise on sensitive topics (such as tobacco or endocrine disruptors), including:
www.desmogblog.com, tobaccotactics.org, www.wikicorporates.org and www.sourcewatch.org. These pages total
24 MB. Table 2 shows the numbers of edges (|E|), of nodes (|N |), and of Person, Organization and Location
entities (|NP |, |NO|, |NL|), split by the data model, and overall.
Querying the graph. Table 3 shows the results of executing 15 queries, until 1000 solutions or for at most 1
minute, using P-GAM. From left to right, the columns show: the query number, the query keywords, the time
T 1 until the first solution is found, the time T last until the last solution is found, the total running time T , the
number of solutions found, and some statistics on the number of data sources participating in the solutions found
(#DS, see below). All times are in milliseconds. We have anonymized the keywords that we use, not to single
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out individuals or corporations, and since the queries are selected aiming not at them, but at a large variety of
P-GAM behavior. We use the following codes: A for author, H for hospital, P for country, and I for industry
(company). A #DS value of the form “2-10, 6” means that P-GAM found solutions spanning at least 2 and at
most 10 data sources, while most solutions spanned over 6 sources.

We make several observations based on the results. The stop conditions were set here based on what we
consider as an interactive query response time, and a number of solutions which allow further exploration by the
users (e.g., through an interactive GUI we developed). Further, solutions span over several datasets, demonstrating
the interest of multi-dataset search enabled, and that P-GAM exploits this possibility. Finally, we report results
after performing queries including different numbers of keywords and the system remains responsive within the
same time bounds, despite the increasing query complexity.

7 Related Work and Conclusion

In this paper, we presented a complete pipeline for managing heterogeneous data for IJ applications. This
innovates upon recent work [3] where we have addressed the problems of integrating such data in a graph and
querying it, as follows: (i) we present a complete data science application with clear societal impact, (ii) we show
how extraction policies improve the graph construction performance, and (iii) we introduce a parallel search
algorithm which scales across different graph models and sizes. Below, we discuss prior work most relevant with
respect to the contributions we made here; more elements of comparison can be found in [3].

Our work falls into the data integration area [4]; our IJ pipeline starts by ingesting data into an integrated data
repository, deployed in PostgreSQL. The first platform we proposed to Le Monde journalists was a mediator [24],
resembling polystores, e.g., [7, 25]. However, we found that: (i) their datasets are changing, text-rich and
schema-less, (ii) running a set of data stores (plus a mediator) was not feasible for them, (iii) knowledge of a
schema or the capacity to devise integration plan was lacking. ConnectionLens’ first iteration [26] lifted (iii) by
introducing keyword search, but it still kept part of the graph virtual, and split keyword queries into subqueries
sent to sources. Consolidating the graph in a single store, and the centralized GAM algorithm [3] greatly sped up
and simplified the tool, whose performance we again improve here. We share the goal of exploring and connecting
data, with data discovery methods [10, 27–29], which have mostly focused on tabular data. While our data is
heterogeneous, focusing on an IJ application partially eliminates risks of ambiguity, since in our context, one
person or organization name typically denote a single concept.

Keyword search has been studied in XML [30, 31], graphs (from where we borrowed Grow and Merge
operations for GAM) [32, 33], and in particular RDF graphs [34, 35]. However, our keyword search problem
is harder in several aspects: (i) we make no assumption on the shape and regularity of the graph; (ii) we allow
answer trees to explore edges in both directions; (ii) we make no assumption on the score function, invalidating
Dynamic Programming (DP) methods such as [31] and other similar prunings. In particular, we show in [13]
that edges with a confidence lower than 1, such as similarity and extraction edges in our graphs, compromise,
for any “reasonable” score function which reflects these confidences, the optimal substructure property at the
core of DP. Works on parallel keyword search in graphs either consider a different setting, returning a certain
class of subgraphs instead of trees [36] or standard graph traversal algorithms like BFS [37–39]. To the best
of our knowledge, GAM is the first keyword search algorithm for the specific problem that we consider in
this paper. Accordingly, in this paper we have parallelized GAM, into P-GAM, by drawing inspiration and
addressing common challenges raised in graph processing systems in the literature, in particular concerning the
CPU efficiency while interacting with the main memory [19–22, 40].
Acknowledgments. The authors thank M. Ferrer and the Décodeurs team (Le Monde) for introducing us, and for
many insightful discussions.
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Abstract

The surge of misinformation poses a serious problem for fact-checkers. Several initiatives for manual
fact-checking have stepped up to combat this ordeal. However, computational methods are needed to make
the verification faster and keep up with the increasing abundance of false information. Machine Learning
(ML) approaches have been proposed as a tool to ease the work of manual fact-checking. Specifically, the
act of checking textual claims by using relational datasets has recently gained a lot of traction. However,
despite the abundance of proposed solutions, there has not been any formal definition of the problem,
nor a comparison across the different assumptions and results. In this work, we make a first attempt
at solving these ambiguities. First, we formalize the problem by providing a general definition that is
applicable to all systems and that is agnostic to their assumptions. Second, we define general dimensions
to characterize different prominent systems in terms of assumptions and features. Finally, we report
experimental results over three scenarios with corpora of real-world textual claims.

1 Introduction

Large scale spreading of incorrect information on the internet is a real threat that poses severe societal prob-
lems [30]. As no barriers exist for publishing information, it is possible for anyone to diffuse false or biased
claims and reach large audiences with ease [6]. This raises the important issue of how to tame the spread of false
information, as this has affected public votes1 and has misinformed people about coronavirus remedies2 and
spread3. Accordingly, there has been a great demand for fact-checkers to efficiently verify such news.

Indeed, with the easy accessibility of large social networks and the advent of generating text using recent
advances in Natural Language Processing (NLP) [12,32], the surge of false news has overpowered the capabilities
of manual fact-checking. Malicious users in social networks are still allowed to profit from misinformation
and the affected networks have just started to take effective actions [1]. At the beginning of the COVID-19
pandemic, the spread of false coronavirus news has urged the World Health Organization to spotlight this issue,
labeling it as an infodemic [2]. One approach to deal with this enormous volume of information is computational
fact-checking [34], where parts of or the entire verification pipeline is automated, usually including some ML
algorithms [25]. One influential system is ClaimBuster [14], which is an end-to-end fact-checking solution that
relies on NLP and supervised algorithms to identify and check factual and false information. Since then, there
has been a stream of fact-checking systems.

Copyright 2021 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
Bulletin of the IEEE Computer Society Technical Committee on Data Engineering

1https://www.ucf.edu/news/how-fake-news-affects-u-s-elections/
2https://fullfact.org/health/honey-ginger-pepper-WHO/
3https://fullfact.org/health/indian-variants-sequencing/
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Player Minutes Played Field Goals Field Goal Attempts Assists Points(3)

Courtney Lee 39:08 9 14 3 22
Marc Gasol 35:23 6(2) 12(2) 6 18

Zach Randolph 29:26 4 9 0 10
Mike Conley 29:13 9 14 11(1) 24(4)

Tony Allen 23:10 4 6 1 9
Quincy Pondexter 26:43 2 8 0 7

Beno Udrih 18:47 3 6 3 6
Jon Leuer 16:13 1 4 0 2

Kosta Koufos 12:37 0 2 1 0
Vince Carter 9:20 2 5 0 4

Table 4: Statistics of a basketball game.

Some systems verify a certain input by utilizing structured data stored in knowledge graphs [5,16] or relational
tables (or just relations) [18, 19], while others rely on unstructured resources such as Wikipedia articles [27, 36].
Other systems have the ability to verify multiple claims occurring within the same input text, such as an entire
document [15, 19]. A recent approach also discards all evidence retrieval methods and relies on the implicit
knowledge stored in large pre-trained language models (PLM) [20]. Nevertheless, the plethora of different
methods calls for a thorough study of their differences with an exploration of the salient aspects related to the
design of the systems and how they relate to the fact-checking process. Such study aims to (i) provide readers
with a set of dimensions to model this kind of systems, (ii) inspect prominent systems by testing them on various
datasets.

We are interested in claims that can be verified by using existing relational tables. Storing data in tables is
the go-to format for many applications as it offers declarative querying, scalability, and several other features.
For example, reliable statistics for coronavirus are published on a daily basis as relations 4. The use of such
tables supports the verification process and can help in relieving the work done by human fact-checkers. Indeed,
manually verifying textual reports, which summarize the most important statistics, is time-consuming and requires
automation [3, 25].

In this article, we start with formulating the problem of the computational verification of textual claims by
using relational data (Section 2). We discuss four recent systems and highlight their main differences in terms of
six generic dimensions (Section 3). We then experimentally compare the systems on several annotated claim
corpora (Section 4). Finally, we conclude with some open challenges and future directions for research in this
topic (Section 5).

2 Problem Statement

We introduce our problem and related terminology. We assume a scenario where we have a natural language text
containing one or more claims to be verified with some relational table(s). Such table(s) are either given as an
input or predicted by a system. The following example contains (hypothetical) claims about a basketball game.
Table 45 contains the information needed to verify such claims. Table values that are used to verify a claim are
marked with the same superscript.

Example 1: “Mike Conley had 11(1) assists. The field goal percentage for Marc Gasol is 50%(2). The team
scored 100(3) points in total. Mike Conely scored the most(4) points."

4https://github.com/CSSEGISandData/COVID-19
5Obtained from https://www.basketball-reference.com/boxscores/201411050PHO.html
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The first claim can be verified with a simple look-up in the table over the Assists attribute. The second
claim can be verified by computing the ratio of the Field Goals to the Field Goal Attempts of a certain player;
thus, two cell values are needed for verification. The third (false) claim can be checked with an aggregation
(summation) over the Points column. The fourth claim involves finding the player with the maximum number of
Points. Other claims might need the involvement of two or more tables.

Definition 1: Fact-checking is the process of checking that all facts in a piece of text are correct.

Fact-checking is usually composed of three phases: (i) finding check-worthy claims, (ii) finding the best available
evidence for the claim at hand, and (iii) validating or correcting the record by evaluating the claim in light of
the evidence [25]. Claims can be provided in a structured form, such as the subject-predicate-object triples in a
knowledge graph [5], or in plain text [31], such as the sentences in Example 1. In this article, we assume that the
first step (i) has already been executed, and every sentence contains at least one claim.

Definition 2: A textual claim is any subset of a natural language input that is to be verified against trustworthy
reference sources.

Data in such reference sources can be structured or non-structured. Non-structured data include textual
documents while structured data include knowledge graphs, such as DBpedia [21], and relational tables. In
this work, we are interested in relational tables as reference data. Specifically, we focus on tables that contain
numerical data and on which numerical and Boolean operations can be computed.

Definition 3: A statistical claim is any textual claim that can be verified over a trustworthy database by perform-
ing a mathematical expression on the database cell values.

The claims in Example 1 are all statistical claims, while a claim such as “Players who commit too many fouls
are not allowed to play anymore." is not.

Definition 4: An explicit claim is a statistical claim mentioning a number that can be verified by comparing it
against the result of a function that takes as parameters some cell values in the input relation.

The first three claims in Example 1 are explicit claims. We assume that symbols LOOKUP, SUM, and DIVISION are
defined. LOOKUP performs a look-up in a table given a primary key value and an attribute label. SUM performs a
summation over the values of an attribute. DIVISION performs the division of two cell values. The first claim is a
simple look-up over the table that could be modeled as LOOKUP(’Mike Conley’,’Assists’)==11. The second
claim requires computing a ratio of Field Goals to Field Goal Attempts for player Marc Gasol. This can be for-
mulated as DIVISION(a,b)==0.5 where a=LOOKUP(’Marc Gasol’,’Field Goals’) and b=LOOKUP(’Marc
Gasol’,’Field Goal Attempts’). The third claim could be modeled as SUM(’Points’)==100.

Definition 5: An implicit claim is a statistical claim that does not mention a number and can be verified by a
Boolean function that takes as parameters cell values in the input relation.

The last claim in Example 1 is an implicit claim. Assuming MAX has also been defined, it could be modeled
as MAX(Points)=LOOKUP(’Mike Conely’,’Points’). As we will discuss in the next section, implicit claims
are harder to verify and usually require some form of supervised learning, such as the learning of neural
representations [19] or the synthesis of a program from the input [8].

Definition 6: Given a text T containing a statistical claim c and a database D, the goal of Statistical-Claim
Fact-Checking is to verify c with the information in D. Formally, the objective is to find a function f(T, c,D)
that successfully maps to one of two labels (True or False).
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This definition is generic enough to model existing fact-checking systems and other systems that can be
adapted for this task6. It is independent of the different assumptions that apply for the different approaches.
For example, multiple systems assume that the input text T contains a single claim [8], thus dropping the need
for having the claim c as an input. Also, the database D is often simplified to one relational table given as
input [8, 15], while other systems utilize multiple tables [18, 19]. Finally, the definitions above do not cover a
notion of explainability of the provided result. Indeed, some systems do not provide any result explanation since
the verification process relies on black-box methods, such as deep neural networks [8].

3 Systems

In this section, we study four systems that satisfy Definition 6. We analyze TABLE-BERT [8], TAPAS [15],
AGGCHECKER [18], and SCRUTINIZER [19]. In Section 3.1, we describe how each system works and its
assumptions. In Section 3.2, we introduce six dimensions to characterize such fact-checking systems.

3.1 Overview of Systems

We introduce the systems, starting from the ones that rely on end-to-end NLP methods, and describe those that
use query generation next.

TABLE-BERT [8] models fact-checking of a statistical claim as a Natural Language Inference (NLI) prob-
lem [22]. NLI is the task of determining whether a natural language hypothesis h can be inferred from a natural
language premise p. In TABLE-BERT, a given table T is linearized and fed to the model alongside the natural
language hypothesis p. The model consists of a pre-trained BERT model [12] that outputs a sequence-level
representation of the input. This representation is then fed into a multi-layer perceptron, which predicts the
entailment probability. If the output probability is greater than 0.5, then the hypothesis p is entailed by table T.

This system assumes a table as input, i.e., that the reference data is available and already identified. TABLE-
BERT comes with a corpus of tables and claims (annotated as true/false) that can be used for fine-tuning. This
makes it usable on unseen tables, but our experimental results show that further fine-tuning for the domain at
hand is needed to obtain good results. Moreover, TABLE-BERT can be fine-tuned with more examples that
contain formulas unseen in the provided corpus. However, the original paper recognizes that the complexity of
the formulas that the system can learn is limited and does not support composition of functions [8].

TAPAS [15] can be used to tackle the claim verification as a question-answering problem over an input
table [4,23,33]. The model takes as input (1) a natural language question Q to be answered over (2) the input table
T. Building on the success of pre-training models on textual data, TAPAS extends this procedure to structured
data, by training a BERT [12] model on a large number of natural language questions and Wikipedia tables. This
process enables the model to learn correlations between structured and unstructured data. After training, the
encoder provides a representation of the input. The output is twofold: the model predicts (1) which cell values
of the input table are used for answering the question and (2) what aggregation operation is performed on such
values to produce an answer for the input question.

As with TABLE-BERT [8], TAPAS assumes that the reference table is available, and is linearized in the input.
Generating questions from the claim could be done using lexical-based methods as pioneered in ClaimBuster [13],
or neural-based methods [7, 35]. While TAPAS has the benefit of being general, i.e., “plug and play" on new
domains, it has the limitation that extending it to new formulas or tables requires the full re-training from scratch.
Moreover, it is not demonstrated that it could learn complex formulas.

6While the definition considers a binary label for the output, it can be extended to multiple labels such as “partially true” or “not
enough evidence".
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AGGCHECKER [18] takes a relational dataset and a text document as input. It translates the natural language
claims in the document into SQL queries that are executed to verify the claims. More specifically, each claim is
mapped to a probability distribution over SQL queries. SQL queries are formed by combining query fragments
using an iterative expectation-maximization procedure [11]. AGGCHECKER works out of the box on unseen
relations and does not assume that training data is available for a new database. The system supports aggregation
functions and could be extended to support more. Extending the system is not trivially done by just feeding
more binary examples. It needs an update to the information retrieval engine to incorporate new query fragments,
and an update to the probabilistic model to account for new SQL query candidates. A module to account for
multi-variable formulas is also needed. Similar to TAPAS, the modification needed for this system to account for
unseen functions goes beyond examples.

The system benefits from the fact that claims in the same context are often semantically correlated by learning
a document-specific prior distribution over queries. As in practice accurate claims are more likely than inaccurate
claims, the system increases the likelihood of the query which has a match between the query result and the claim.
As multiple candidate queries are to be executed, an execution engine that merges execution of similar queries is
used for efficiency.

SCRUTINIZER defines fact-checking as a mixed-initiative verification problem [19]. The approach combines
feedback from human workers with automated verification coming from ML classifiers. We neglect the human-in-
the-loop part in this article and focus solely on the automatic verification. The system is based on four classifiers
that take a statistical claim as input and predict (i) the relation(s) to be used, (ii) the primary key value(s), (iii) the
attribute label(s), and (iv) the formula applied on the cells identified by the former three. In contract with other
systems, the table is not given as input, but is predicted, and the cell selection is based on the predicted primary
key values and attribute labels for such a table. This leaves out the need for inputting the table to the model, but
limits the current system only to the table schemas seen during training. After cell selection is done, it can apply
the predicted formula and verify the input claim.

SCRUTINIZER can learn any query, including complex formulas, from the training data. However, the price to
pay for this generality is that it trains the classifiers, therefore labels for these must be provided, and it does not
suffice to have the true/false label for the claim as in TABLE-BERT.

Aside from AGGCHECKER, all the systems use transformer-based language models [12] to encode language
knowledge, but only TAPAS requires the expensive pre-training of such models. AGGCHECKER relies on a
probabilistic model to map natural language claims to a probability distribution over queries. Others solutions
rely on synthesizing a logical program [8], recurrent-based language models [26], reinforcement-learning
approaches [37], and graph neural-networks [24].

Type Dimension AGGCHECKER TAPAS TABLE-BERT SCRUTINIZER

Input

Implicit Claims X X X
Schema-Independence X X X–

Multi-variable Formulas X– X– X
Multi-tables X– X

Output
Interpretability X X– X

Alternative Interpretations X X

Table 5: Dimensions that characterize the systems (X–denotes partial support).

3.2 System Dimensions

We believe that, given the increasing number of fact-checking systems, it is important to start characterizing
them with clear dimensions to enable a more rigorous comparison. We first describe four main dimensions that
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characterize the input across the different proposals. Then, we discuss two dimensions that characterize the
output. A summary of the dimensions and how systems support them is reported in Table 5.

3.2.1 Input Dimensions

Explicit claims are handled by all fact-checking systems, as they are much easier to deal with. However, the
support for Implicit Claims requires a deeper understanding of the semantics behind the given sentence. One
approach to dealing with this problem is feature-based entity linking where all entities are detected in the input
statement and a set of pre-defined trigger-words are used to build programs representing the semantics of the
statement [8]. However, such approaches are very sensitive to the error-prone entity linking process. Another
approach is to learn such implicit claims in a supervised manner. SCRUTINIZER learns from the classifiers’
labels [19]. TAPAS also learns correlations between the text and the table during the pre-training process.

Another dimension is Schema-Independence. AGGCHECKER, TABLE-BERT and TAPAS can consume
potentially any table with any unseen schema, while SCRUTINIZER is limited to tables whose row index values
and attribute labels have been trained on. For SCRUTINIZER, adding new tables requires fine-tuning the classifiers.
The operation is not expensive in terms of execution time, because its classifiers are based on a fine-tuning
procedure, rather than having to pre-train again from scratch; however, it requires specific annotations that go
beyond the true/false binary label. This dimension highlights that SCRUTINIZER is domain-specific and thus has
to learn the related tables for the task at hand, while AGGCHECKER and TAPAS try to be agnostic of the table
schema, and can handle any table as input. For TABLE-BERT, while it can be used on any unseen schema, our
experiments show that it should be trained on the examples at hand in order to obtain good accuracy performance.

In practice, computations involving values of a database go beyond simple look up and aggregation functions
such as those reported in Example 1. The function for the verification of a claim can require complex Multi-
variable Formulas. For example, the Compound Annual Growth Rate7 is a formula needed to verify a claim
in our experiments. SCRUTINIZER handles complex formulas on the condition that they are observed in its
classifier-specific training data, and resorts to a brute-force approach to assign predicted values to variables.
AGGCHECKER can be extended to handle complex aggregation functions. TAPAS handles aggregate queries with
simple functions where the cell values have been selected by the model. It is not clear if and how TAPAS could
support functions with more than one variable, and it would require training again the model from scratch such
that new functions are learned. Finally, TABLE-BERT has no explicit notion of formulas, as it is a black-box
model fine-tuned end-to-end on a binary classification task. According to the original paper and our experiments,
TABLE-BERT struggles to learn how to handle formulas with multiple variables.

TABLE-BERT and TAPAS assume that the right table to verify the input claim is also given as input. In
practice, many tables can be available and the most likely one for the task at hand is identified by SCRUTINIZER

and AGGCHECKER (Multi-Tables). Moreover, in some cases more than one table is needed to verify a claim
and only SCRUTINIZER supports verification that requires the combination of values from multiple tables. This
dimension highlights one of the limits of the methods that rely on the linearized data fed to the transformers, as it
is hard to feed multiple tables without hitting the limit on the size of the input.

3.2.2 Output Dimensions

Interpretability is a key dimension supported by methods that output the query used to verify the claim. However,
systems using a black-box model to verify claims, such as TABLE-BERT, lack interpretability as an explanation
of the prediction is not provided. There do exist methods attempting to explain black-box models which include
explanations by simplification [29]. However, there is no consistent method to define how faithful are the

7It describes the net gain or loss of an investment over a certain period of time (https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/
Compound_annual_growth_rate).
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explanations to the model prediction [17]. TAPAS is not fully interpretable since it provides only cell values and,
in some cases, the aggregation operation. AGGCHECKER and SCRUTINIZER expose the declarative query used to
verify the associated claim. Systems that predict query fragments and combine them, rather than producing an
answer in one shot, are easier to interpret [10].

Claims expressed in natural language can be incomplete or ambiguous in many ways. Some systems support
Alternative Interpretations to clarify how the output changes depending on the details of the verification.
Consider a simple claim “Mike scored 30 points”, and a table with two players whose first name is “Mike”. The
claim is true for one player, but false for the other. AGGCHECKER resolves such ambiguities by evaluating
multiple queries and soliciting feedback from users. SCRUTINIZER learns ambiguities conditioned that they are
represented in the training data. TAPAS and TABLE-BERT do not include any clear means to resolve this kind of
ambiguities, as they default to one interpretation in the current architectures.

4 Experimental Evaluation

We evaluated the four systems above by using three datasets with real textual claims manually annotated with
the correct checking label. We concatenate the claim to the sentence in case the sentence has multiple claims;
otherwise, we only input the sentence. For every system, we report its coverage of the claims, the accuracy of the
verification process, and the execution times.

SCRUTINIZER Labels TABLE-BERT Label
Sentence Claim Table Attribute Label Primary Key Value Formula Verdict
There were 800 total
deaths in China in May
2021.

800 total deaths total_deaths May_2021 China a False

Table 6: Labeled data for SCRUTINIZER and TABLE-BERT.

4.1 Datasets

Our experiments are based on three use cases: Coronavirus scenario (C19), International Energy Agency (IEA)
scenario, and Basketball Data scenario (BBL). Every example contains the textual claim, the relational table
to verify it, and the outcome expressed as a binary label True/False. For SCRUTINIZER, the training examples
contain also the labels for the four classifiers. For a fair comparison, we fed the associated relation as input to all
systems. Given the limitations on the input size in TAPAS, we limit the input for this system to at most a sample
of 11 tuples, including the one needed to verify the claim. Without this ad-hoc operation, the system fails with the
entire relation as input. An example of our labeled data is shown in Table 6.

For C19, we generated the training data from the relations (3M examples [19]) and used real claims for the
testing. We denote the synthetic corpus as C19train. For testing the system with unseen claims, we analyzed the
log of more than 30K claims tested by users on a website8. We found that more than 60% of the claims in such
corpus are statistical and, among those, we have the datasets to verify 70%. From these claims, we randomly
selected 55 claims and manually annotated them (C19test).

For IEA, we obtained a document of 661 pages, containing 7901 sentences, and the corresponding corpus of
manually checked claims, with check annotations for every claim from three domain experts. The annotations
cover 2053 numerical claims, out of which we identified 1539 having a formula that occurs at least five times in
the corpus. We denote the resulting dataset as IEAtrain. After processing the claims, we identify 1791 relations,
830 row indexes, 87 columns, and 413 formulas. Around 50% of the values for all properties appear at most 10

8https://coronacheck.eurecom.fr
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times in the corpus, with the top 5% most frequent formulas appearing at least 8 times. For the test data (IEAtest),
we randomly selected 20 claims from the most common operations (look up and sum).

For BBL, we use the data in a recent publication [28]9. We use the 1523 real annotated claims provided in the
repository for the testing step and generate ourselves the training data from the tables as in the C19 scenario. We
generate an initial dataset of 32.3K samples, where 90% is used for training classifiers and 10% for validation.
We use 132 tables for this scenario. The dataset used for bootstrapping is denoted by BBLtrain and the test dataset
as BBLtest. Our datasets (BBLtest and C19test) are publicly available10.

Table 7: Ratio of supported training claims.

AGGCHECKER TAPAS TABLE-BERT SCRUTINIZER

C19train 21.49% 21.49% 37.82% 100%

IEAtrain 33.06% 17.02% 27.28% 74.96%

BBLtrain 53.00 % 56.17% 56.17% 56.17%

As discussed in Section 5, the tested systems have limitations on the input data and on the space of supported
formulas. These limitations are reflected in the percentage of training claims that every system can handle, as
reported in Table 7. For example, complex formulas are present in our datasets, with more than 22% of the claims
in IEAtrain with three or more variables.

4.2 Experimental Results

For TABLE-BERT, we fine-tuned the binary classifier on top of the PLM with the training data after augmenting
the data to ensure a balance between classes. For TAPAS, we tried to automatically translate the claims to
questions as pioneered by ClaimBuster [13]. However, the precision was not satisfactory, e.g., we could not
obtain any questions for 7 out of the 20 IEA test claims. To overcome this issue, we manually translated claims
into questions for IEAtest and C19test, and relied on a pattern-based script to generate questions for BBLtest. For
TAPAS and AGGCHECKER, we did not run any training. For SCRUTINIZER, we provided the examples with the
labels for the 4 classifiers, and examples with binary labels for TABLE-BERT. For SCRUTINIZER, we do not rely
on the user feedback in this experiment.

Table 8: Verification accuracy on the test datasets.

AGGCHECKER TAPAS TABLE-BERT SCRUTINIZER

C19test 0.44 0.64 0.76 0.80

IEAtest 0.50 0.07 0.58 0.65

BBLtest 0.13 0.41 0.17 0.51

Table 8 reports the accuracy results of the experiments with all systems on the test claims. IEAtrain is heavily
skewed as, for instance, there are formulas such as lookups and summations that are commonly used, unlike
formulas comprising multiple variables which are scarce (formulas having ten or more variables form 4.32%
of the training data). The formulas in IEAtest are different, as they contain functions supported by all systems

9https://github.com/ehudreiter/accuracySharedTask; sentences and claims in this corpus are similar to the ones reported
in Example 1.

10https://zenodo.org/record/5128604#.YPrSgXUzZuU
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Table 9: Execution time of the test datasets (seconds).

AGGCHECKER TAPAS TABLE-BERT SCRUTINIZER

C19test 280.41 991.52 23.09 0.03

IEAtest 321.53 943.25 18.11 0.68

BBLtest 3472.44 12709.45 40.20 236.64

(lookups and summations in this case). For BBLtest, low results are explained by the fact that all systems have
low coverage of the claims in the data and some claims require verification that spans across multiple tables.
For C19test, the systems do slightly better as the test data comprises lookups and the attribute label and primary
key value are usually explicitly stated in the sentence. We observe that the systems perform with mixed results,
and none of them can get high accuracy in all cases. We can observe that in most cases the use of training data
can lead to the best performance. This is evident for TABLE-BERT, which performs well in two datasets by
making use of the true/false labels, and in SCRUTINIZER, which exploits the rich annotations for its classifiers
and leads in all scenarios. However, for C19test, SCRUTINIZER fails for claims which require formulas that it has
not seen in the training data. For running BBLtest with TAPAS and TABLE-BERT, we replaced abbreviations
in the schemas of the table by their proper wording (for example, “PTS" was replaced by “Points"). This has
improved the TAPAS accuracy from 0.19 to 0.41 and TABLE-BERT accuracy from 0.09 to 0.17. This is expected
as such models, which have been trained on text and table together, correlate better a table schema containing
“Points" with the input text compared to the acronym “PTS".

For the execution times, we distinguish the training and the testing. Classifier-training time is needed for
SCRUTINIZER and TABLE-BERT; however, this is typically negligible (on the studied datasets) with the usage of
GPUs. AGGCHECKER and TABLE-BERT, on the other hand, have zero setup time. We report the execution
times for all test data in Table 9. TAPAS is the slowest as the model is jointly computing the relevant cells and
performing an operation on them, compared to TABLE-BERT that requires a negligible amount of time to perform
binary classification. SCRUTINIZER consumes negligible time in classifier predictions, but the brute-force query
generation process could potentially take considerable amount of time when multiple combinations are available.
AGGCHECKER, although having to perform evaluations of a large number of queries, successfully merges the
execution of similar queries to increase efficiency. In summary, all systems are usable in reasonable time in our
experience in an entry-level infrastructure with a low-end GPU.

5 Conclusions

We focused our study on the problem of fact-checking a statistical claim with relational tables as reference data
and considered four prominent systems. We make a first step towards categorizing fact-checking systems with
generic dimensions. We have also experimentally evaluated the four systems on three use cases and gathered
many observations on their coverage, their qualitative performance and their execution times.

Our results and the proposed categorization can act as a blueprint when designing a system, as different
applications have different requirements. For example, text coming from the basketball data scenario is unlikely
ambiguous, so it is safe to neglect ambiguity resolution. However, text related to coronavirus is oftentimes
ambiguous and resolution of the ambiguities is a must. Data-driven approaches excel with the provision that
sufficient training data is accessible; however, this condition is not always easily met, as manual annotation is
costly, especially in scenarios such as IEA where experienced labor is needed. Experiments highlight that training
data generated from the tables is a valid solution, but it requires manual work. This aspect is especially important
for SCRUTINIZER, which has the highest accuracy, but it is the system that requires most labeling efforts. We also
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remark that some systems worked only after pre-processing the input, by rewriting the claim as a question or by
limiting and refining the tabular data. We can state that there is no one system that clearly fits for all scenarios.
Choosing or designing a system has to be done keeping in mind the scenario(s) at hand.

Finally, we discuss a promising research direction that we identified during the experimental campaign. Given
that the systems are getting better at detecting a false claim, is there any hope that they learn how to repair a false
claim with the correct information?

Consider a basketball data scenario with claim “Vince Carter scored 22 points in 39 minutes." Having a look
at Table 4, we see that the player scored 4 points in 9 minutes. A fact-checking system would mark the claims
as false. However, we see in the table that another player (Courtney Lee) is the actual fit for the sentence. The
sentence is still false, but if we aim at repairing it, the result will be very different. In one case we would change
the values and in one case we would repair the claim with a different entity — which one is the correct fix?
Looking at this example, someone may argue that the mistake is in the entity, following the principle that it is more
likely to have one error rather than two in the same sentence. This is in line with several data cleaning systems for
relational data, which repair tuples according to a minimality principle [9]. This aspect of fact-checking is not
considered in the design of the current systems, nor is available as a by-product of their results. We believe this is
an interesting open problem that can benefit from the experience on cleaning structured data to introduce the
concept of “repairing” natural language sentences.
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Abstract

Table-based fact verification, which verifies whether a claim is supported or refuted by structured tables,
is an important problem with many downstream applications, like misinformation identification and fake
news detection. Most existing works solve the problem using a natural language inference approach,
which may not be effective to capture structure of the tables. Despite some recent attempts of modeling
table structures, the proposed methods are not compared under the same framework and thus it is hard for
practitioners to understand their benefits and limitations. To bridge the gap, in this paper, we introduce
a framework TFV, including pre-trained language models, fine-tuning, intermediate pre-training and
table serialization techniques. Based on the framework, we define a space of design solutions for each
module in TFV, and conduct an empirical study to explore the design space. Through the experiments, we
find that structure information is very crucial but yet under-explored. We point out the limitations of the
current solutions and identify future research directions. Moreover, we also develop a python package
that implements TFV and illustrate how it is used for table-based fact verification.

1 Introduction

Fact verification, which examines whether a textual hypothesis (or a claim) is supported or refuted by some given
evidence, has many downstream applications, such as misinformation identification and fake news detection. As a
fundamental task in natural language understanding, fact verification has been extensively studied [2,6,13,22,27],
and most of the existing studies focus on textual evidence. For example, given a claim “solar panels drain the
sun’s energy”, the approaches find relevant articles as evidence to support or refute the claim [22].

Recently, table-based fact verification has been introduced and attracted much attention [3,9,14,31]. Different
from traditional fact verification over textual evidence, table-based fact verification aims to classify whether a
claim is supported or refuted by a given table. Figure 1 illustrates an example about table-based fact verification.
Given a table that contains structured facts of the Turkish cup as evidence, we can verify that the claim C1 is
correct by referring to the table. Similarly, it is obvious that claim C2 can be refuted. Since tabular data are being
created and curated at unprecedented pace and are made available in a variety of data sources, table-based fact
verification may become more and more feasible in real-world applications.

Copyright 2021 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
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Round Clubs remaining Clubs involved Winners from previous round New entries this round

first round 156 86 none 86

second round 113 108 43 65

third round 59 54 54 none

fourth round 32 32 27 5

fifth round 16 16 16 none

• C1: The highest number of winners from a previous
round in the Turkish cup was 54 in round 3.

A Verified Claim A Refuted Claim

• C2: The first round in the Turkish cup has involved
more clubs than the second round.

Figure 1: An example of table-based fact verification.

However, compared with fact verification over textual evidence, table-based fact verification is still under-
explored. Most recent studies solve the problem using a natural language inference approach [3, 9]. Specifically,
the approach first serializes a table into a token sequence and then leverages a pre-trained language model (e.g.,
BERT [7]) to encode the serialized table and the claim into vectors. One straightforward approach to table
serialization is to linearize the table content via horizontal scan, i.e., row-by-row. Unfortunately, the approach
may have a limitation because it ignores the inherent structure of the tables. For example, the number “54” in
Figure 1 is ambiguous if we do not consider the attributes to which it belongs. Similarly, claim C2 is hard to
verify if we ignore the structure of the first and second rows in the table. Although some recent studies consider
structure-aware methods [14, 31], as far as we know, the proposed methods were not compared under the same
framework. Thus, it is difficult for practitioners to understand the benefits and limitations of these methods.

To address the above problem, this paper introduces a framework TFV that unifies the existing solutions to
table-based fact verification. Specially, TFV consists of four main modules: (1) Table Serialization converts a
table into a sequence of tokens. (2) Pre-trained Language Model (LM) encodes the claim and table sequence
into vectors. (3) Intermediate Pre-training utilizes masked language modeling (MLM) objective [7] to fine-tune
the LM based on training dataset. (4) Fine-tuning for Verification takes as input the vectors and returns either
support or refutation as the output. Based on the framework, we conduct an empirical study to systemically
investigate how to effectively encode structure of tables. We review the existing solutions for each module in our
framework, and define a design space by categorizing the solutions. Through exploring the design space, we
provide experimental findings on modeling structure of tables. Also, we compare TFV with the existing solutions
to table-based fact verification, and analyze benefits and limitations of TFV. Note that some previous studies have
also investigated some individual modules considered in this paper, e.g., structure-aware pre-trained LMs [14] and
fine-tuning methods [31], and they reached consistent conclusions with ours regarding the necessity of modeling
structure of tables. However, compared with them, we not only further examine the trade-off between different
modules, but also evaluate more modules, such as intermediate pre-training and table serialization.

To summarize, we make the following contributions in the paper.
(1) We conduct a comprehensive experimental study on table-based fact verification, with a special focus

on investigating how to encode table structures. We formally define the problem and review existing literature
(Section 2). We introduce a general framework TFV, and define a design space by categorizing the existing
solutions in each module of the framework (Section 3).

(2) We empirically evaluate the design space in TFV (Section 4). We reveal the insights from our experimental
findings to show that modeling table structures can significantly improve the accuracy of fact verification, and
also point out research directions for better model design.
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(3) We have implemented TFV as a python package (Section 5). We publish all the code at Github1. Fed with
a collection of structured tables, the package is easy-to-use and offers table-based fact verification to users.

2 Table-Based Fact Verification

2.1 Problem Formalization

This paper considers a structured table T with n attributes (i.e., columns), denoted by {A1, A2, . . . , An}, and m
tuples (i.e., rows), denoted by {t1, t2, . . . , tm}. In particular, we denote the value of the j-th attribute in tuple ti
as tij . Moreover, we consider a textual hypothesis (or claim), denoted by C. The problem of table-based fact
verification is, given a pair (C, T ) of claim C and table T , to determine whether table T can be used as evidence
to support or refute claim C. Note that claim C may be either as simple as describing one tuple in table T , or as
complex as aggregating or comparing multiple tuples in T . Figure 1 provides a running example.

2.2 Related Work

Fact Verification. Fact verification over textual evidence has been extensively studied in the last decade. Some
early studies consider a premise sentence as evidence to support or refute a claim [2, 6], while some later
works focus on collecting relevant passages from Wikipedia as evidence [13, 22, 27]. These studies rely on
techniques including logic rules, knowledge bases and neural networks for verifying claims based on given
evidence. Recently, large pre-trained language models (LM) [7,18,29] have been utilized for fact verification [28].
These models are reported to achieve superior performance due to their self-supervised learning from massive
text corpora and effective adapting of the resulting models to target fact verification task.

However, most of the existing studies are limited to considering unstructured text as evidence. As verifying
claims over structured tables is useful in many applications [5,17], table-based fact verification has been introduced
very recently [3, 9, 14, 31]. Chen et al. formalize the problem of table-based fact verification and provide a
benchmarking dataset called TabFact [3]. Then, more approaches are proposed [9, 14, 31] and the basic idea of
these approach is to serialize the table and feed it into a large-scale pre-trained language model. Unfortunately,
these approaches may have a limitation that they do not thoroughly study how to effectively encode table
structures. Specifically, compared with natural language, tabular data has its unique structural characteristics. For
example, for each cell, the cells in the same column or the same row may provide more contextual information
than others. In addition, each token in natural language has its inherent syntactic logic while each cell in a table
may not. This limitation motivates us to develop our framework TFV and conduct an experimental study.
Question Answering over Tables. Another line of research closely related to our work is table-based question
answering (QA) [16,19,20]. Compared with traditional methods based on logical forms [10,25,32], methods that
utilizes an end-to-end approach to generate answers directly have been used successfully [14, 19]. TAPAS [14] is
a representative end-to-end approach. By extending BERT’s architecture and using new pre-training tasks [4],
TAPAS [14] improves the understanding of tabular data for various QA tasks. In this paper, we borrow some
representative techniques, e.g., TAPAS, to solve our table-based fact verification problem. We has an interesting
observation that, although designed for QA over tables, these techniques can also improve the performance of
fact verification due to its ability of modeling table structures.

3 Overview of Our TFV Framework

Figure 2 shows our general framework TFV for table-based fact verification. It takes as input a structured table
T and a textual claim C, and predicts whether C can be supported (label 1) or refuted (label 0) by T . To this

1https://github.com/zihuig/TFV
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Figure 2: Overview of our TFV framework for table-based fact verification.
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Figure 3: An example of using our TFV framework for table-based fact verification.

end, TFV utilizes the following four main modules. (1) Table Serialization converts our structured table T into a
sequence of tokens, denoted by seqT . One straightforward serialization method is to horizontally scan table T
and concatenate the rows into a sequence. (2) Pre-trained Language Model (LM) takes as input the serialized
table seqT and token sequence seqC of claim C, and produces vector-based representations for the pair (T,C)
of table T and claim C. (3) Fed with the vector-based representations, Fine-Tuning for Verification produces
a predicted verification result on whether C is supported or refuted by T . By considering the classification
loss between the predicted result and ground-truth, TFV updates the parameters in the pre-trained LM and the
classification model. (4) To further boost the performance, Intermediate Pre-training [21] is introduced to utilize
training dataset {(T,C)} for fine-tuning the pre-trained LM.

Example 1: We use an example to illustrate how TFV works, as shown in Figure 3. We first serialize table T
and claim C into a sequence with special tokens, e.g., [CLS] and [SEP], and then we use a pre-trained LM, e.g.,
BERT [7] to obtain embeddings for all the tokens. Next, we use a fully-connected layer followed by a softmax
layer to produce a predicted label, i.e., supported/refuted. Moreover, we also use a masked language modeling
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(MLM) task over our training dataset as intermediate pre-training to fine-tune the LM model for improving the
token embeddings. Then, we use the LM model after intermediate pre-training to fine-tune for verification.

Next, we present design solutions for each module in our TFV framework. Specifically, we focus on how to
encode structural information of tables into pre-trained LM (Section 3.1), fine-tuning for verification (Section 3.2),
intermediate pre-training (Section 3.3) and table serialization (Section 3.4) respectively.

3.1 Pre-trained Language Models

Pre-trained LMs have been shown to achieve superior performance in many NLP tasks [7, 18, 29] . The basic idea
is to first train an LM on a large unlabeled corpus to learn common representations with unsupervised methods,
and then fine-tune the model with a small labeled datasets to fit the downstream tasks. Through pre-training, the
LM model can gain better initialization parameters, improved generalization capabilities, faster convergence in
downstream tasks, and robustness against over-fitting given small datasets. In our framework TFV, we consider
two solutions for pre-trained LMs: (1) the BERT-based LM, and (2) TAPAS [14], an LM pre-trained over tabular
datasets.
BERT-based LM. BERT [7] is currently the most popular pre-trained LM. It uses self-attention mechanisms
to learn sequence semantic information. BERT is generally pre-trained on a large text dataset of 3.3 billion
words, i.e., a concatenation of the BooksCorpus (800 million words) and the English Wikipedia (2.5 billion
words) datasets. It leverages two pre-training tasks, namely masked language modeling (MLM) and next sentence
prediction (NSP) [7]. Through fine-tuning on different downstream NLP tasks, BERT has achieved the best
results so far on the tasks. In our framework, we implement BERT using PyTorch and use “bert-base-uncased" as
the default BERT setting2.
TAPAS-based LM. By extending BERT and using structure-aware pre-training tasks [4], TAPAS [14] is
introduced by Google to improve the understanding of tabular data. Specifically, TAPAS adds additional table-
aware positional embeddings for each token, such as column ID, row ID and rank ID, where column/row ID is
the index of the column or row that the corresponding token appears in. If the data type of a column is float or
date, TAPAS sorts the column values and assigns the values’s rank IDs as their numeric ranks. In addition to the
additional embeddings that capture tabular structure, TAPAS is pre-trained by using masked language modeling
objective over millions of tables crawled from Wikipedia as well as carefully generated claims that associate with
the tables. TAPAS can learn correlations between claims and table, and between cells in tables. In TFV, we use
the original source code of TAPAS and use “google/tapas-base" as the default setting3.

3.2 Fine-Tuning for Fact Verification

In the fine-tuning step, the LM model is fine-tuned using a labeled dataset denoted as {(T,C, l)}, where l is the
label (supported or refuted). The fine-tuning would make the pre-trained LM more fit the task of fact verification.
In our framework TFV, we consider two solutions for fine-tuning: (1) A traditional binary classification model,
and (2) a structure-aware binary classification model.
Traditional Classification Model. As illustrated in Figure 3, this solution takes the embedding of token [CLS] as
input, and then utilizes a fully connected layer followed by a softmax layer to produce a predicted label. Given
the training dataset, it measures the loss between predicted labels and ground-truth to update parameters in both
pre-trained LM and the classification model.
Structure-Aware Classification Model. The limitation of the previous fine-tuning method is that it ignores the
structure of tables. To address the limitation, Zhang et al. introduce a structure-aware method called SAT for
fine-tuning in fact verification [31]. The basic idea of SAT is illustrated in Figure 4(a). SAT aims to capture the

2https://pypi.org/project/pytorch-pretrained-bert/
3https://github.com/google-research/tapas
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Figure 4: An illustration of structure-aware model for fact verification fine-tuning.

structure of table T by using an attention mechanism. For example, given a value t13, SAT aims to pay more
attention to attribute name A3 and values t11, t12, t14 and t23, which would have more correlation with t13. To
realize this attention mechanism, SAT modifies the attention mask in self-attention layers in our pre-trained LM
model when fine-tuning the model, as shown in Figure 4(b). For example, for computing representation of t13 in
the (l + 1)-th layer, instead of considering all the tokens in the (l)-the layer, SAT only attends to the correlated
tokens and masks out the other ones.

3.3 Intermediate Pre-training

In the pre-training step, our model is pre-trained using large-scale general datasets, which learns common
language representations. Then, an intermediate pre-training module [8, 15, 23, 24] can be utilized to learn
task-specific representation using a fact verification dataset. We extend BERT’s masked language modeling
(MLM) [7] objective to structured data. As in BERT, the training data generator chooses 15% of the tokens of
table sequence and claim sequence at random for prediction. For each chosen token, we replace it with “[MASK]",
replace it with a random token or keep it intact, with a 80%, 10% and 10% chance, respectively. Note that, when
using SAT for fine-tuning, we also use the modified attention mask mechanism for MLM.

3.4 Table Serialization

Table serialization converts our structured table T into a sequence of tokens denoted by seqT . The key challenge
here is that there may be a constraint on the maximum length of the sequence. For example, when using BERT as
pre-trained LM, one needs to set a hyper-parameter “max_sequence_length”, which is often 256. However, our
table T contains much more tokens. Therefore, it is non-trivial to select the most valuable tokens into sequence
seqT . In TFV, we consider the following heuristic solutions and will study more sophisticated methods in the
future work.
No Sampling first serializes table T via horizontal scan, and, when sequence length constrain is met, neglects all
remaining tokens. For example, consider table T in Figure 5: given a sequence length constraint, say 15, this
strategy only converts attribute names and the first two tuples into the sequence. Obviously, such information is
insufficient for verifying our claim C1, which may degrade the overall performance.
Claim-based Sampling. To address the limitation of the previous strategy, we introduce a claim-based sampling
strategy. The basic idea is to selectively sample tokens from table T by considering their correlations with claim
C. Figure 5 shows an example: we sample the tokens in attribute names, the third tuple and the fourth columns
and convert these tokens into sequence seqT , as these tokens are more related to claim C1, and thus would benefit
the downstream pre-trained LM and fact verification fine-tuning.

To realize claim-based sampling, TFV first identifies the cells in T that have overlapping tokens with claim
C. For example, cell t34 with value 54 can be selected as 54 also occurs in the claim. Then, TFV considers two
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Round Clubs remaining Clubs involved Winners from previous round New entries this round

first round 156 86 none 86

second round 113 108 43 65

third round 59 54 54 none

fourth round 32 32 27 5

fifth round 16 16 16 none

• !": The highest number of winners from a previous round in the Turkish cup was 54 in round 3.
No-Sampling

Claim-Based
Sampling

Figure 5: An illustration of claim-based sampling for table serialization.

Table 10: Basic statistics of the TabFact dataset.

Type # Claims # Tables Label Ratio
Complex 50,244 9,189 1:1
Simple 68,031 7,392 1:1

All 118,275 16,573 1:1

Table 11: Train/Val/Test splits in TabFact.

Split # Claims # Tables # Rows # Cols
Train 92,283 13,182 14.1 5.5
Val 12,792 1,696 14.0 5.4
Test 12,779 1,695 14.2 5.4

methods for sampling tokens. (1) Row-based sampling that samples all the rows, in which the identified cells
reside, e.g., the attribute row and the 3rd tuple in Figure 5. (2) Cross-based sampling that also considers the
columns that contain the identified cells, e.g., the fourth column in Figure 5.

4 Experiments

In this section, we conduct an experimental study to explore the design space in TFV. We present the experiment
settings in Section 4.1 and report the main results in Section 4.2. Finally, we summarize the experiment findings
and provide insightful takeaways in Section 4.3.

4.1 Experiment Setup

Dataset: We use TabFact [3], the benchmarking dataset for table-based fact verification, for evaluating the design
solutions in TFV. This dataset collects tables from Wikipedia and utilizes crowdsourcing to generate claims, where
the claims are categorized into simple claims and complex claims. Specifically, simple claim only describes one
tuple in a table, and verifying a simple claim does not involve complex symbolic reasoning [1, 12]. In contrast,
complex claims describe multiple tuples in the table, and thus verifying a complex claim needs to consider more
complex operations, such as argmax, argmin, count, difference, average, etc. The basic statistics of the TabFact
dataset are summarized in Table 10. There are 16573 tables and 118275 claims in the dataset, where each table
has on average 14 rows, 5 to 6 columns and 2.1 words in each cell and each table corresponds to 2 to 20 claims.
Moreover, the label ratio between supported and refuted claims is 1:1, and the average lengths of positive and
negative claims are nearly the same. To evaluate our framework TFV, we divide the dataset into training set,
validation set and test set according to the ratio of 8:1:1, where simple and complex claims are stratified in all the
three sets. The statistics of these three sets are reported in Table 11.
Evaluation Metric. We use accuracy, which is the ratio of correctly predicted supported/refuted labels to all the
labels, as the evaluation metric. Specifically, we implement TFV and apply certain design solutions as described
above. We utilize the training and validate datasets to train our model for fact verification, and then measure the
accuracy of the model on the test dataset.
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Figure 7: Comparison with existing methods.

Model Parameters: All experiments in this paper use “bert-base-uncased" or “google/tapas-base" , as described
previously, as the pre-trained LM model, where the model has 12 self-attention layers in total. The maximum
sequence length of the LM’s input, i.e., max_sequence_length, is set to 256, and characters exceeding the
length will be automatically truncated. Batch size is 32 and the learning rate is 2e-5. We set the maximum number
of epochs as 20 and the model usually converges in epochs 15 to 18. The epoch number of every evaluated model
is selected as the epoch with the best validation result.

4.2 Experimental Results

We first report our evaluation results on various design solutions in the main modules of TFV. Then, we compare
TFV with existing methods for table-based fact verification.
Evaluation of pre-training and fine-tuning. We first evaluate the design solutions of the two main modules
in TFV, namely pre-trained LM and fact verification fine-tuning. Figure 6 shows the experiment results, where
TFM and SAT represent the traditional and structure-aware classification models respectively. We have two key
observations. First, TAPAS-based LM can significantly improve the accuracy on various types of test sets. For
example, given traditional fine-tuning method TFM, TAPAS-based LM improves the accuracy by 5.5%, 10% and
3.3% on All, Simple and Complex test sets respectively. This is attributed to the structure-aware pre-training
task in TAPAS over millions of tables crawled from Wikipedia and related text segments. The results show that
TAPAS can effectively learn correlations between claim C and table T and among cells in table T . Second, the
structure-aware fine-tuning method SAT is useful. The main reason is that SAT utilizes the attention mechanism
shown in Figure 4 to capture the structure information in tables. We also have an interesting observation that
using SAT over the basic LM BERT achieves comparable accuracy with TAPAS, e.g., 68.6% vs. 72.4% on the
All test set. Because TAPAS needs to pre-train its LM model over millions of tables and text, which is non-trivial
and will incur high cost, the alternative of using SAT is more lightweight. Note that, when using TAPAS as the
pre-trained LM, the improvement of using SAT is not significant. This is because TAPAS has already captured
table structures. In summary, the experiment results show that encoding the structure of tables is beneficial to
table-based fact verification.

We also evaluate the effect of intermediate pre-training, and report the results in Table 12. We can see that
intermediate pre-training is helpful under different pre-trained LMs and fine-tuning methods. The results show
that it is beneficial to utilize the downstream datasets to learn task-specific representation before fine-tuning.
Evaluation on table serialization. Next, we evaluate the strategies for table serialization on various types
of test sets. For a more comprehensive comparison, we consider two settings of “max_sequence_length”,
namely 128 and 256, in the pre-trained LM model. Table 13 shows the results. First, the performance of
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Table 12: Effect of intermediate pre-training for different models (Accuracy %).

Model All Test Simple Test Complex Test
w/o training w/. training w/o training w/. training w/o training w/. training

BERT+TFM 63.1 66.3 (+3.2) 68.2 74.0 (+5.8) 60.6 62.6 (+2.0)
BERT+SAT 68.6 69.8 (+1.2) 78.0 80.9 (+2.9) 63.9 64.4 (+0.5)
TAPAS+TFM 72.4 72.5 (+0.1) 81.1 81.8 (+0.7) 68.2 67.9 (-0.3)
TAPAS+SAT 72.7 73.3 (+0.6) 81.8 84.6 (+2.8) 68.3 67.8 (-0.5)

Table 13: Comparison of sampling strategies over tables (Accuracy %, Model=BERT+SAT).

Model All Test Simple Test Complex Test
max-seq=128 max-seq=256 max-seq=128 max-seq=256 max-seq=128 max-seq=256

NoSample 64.2 70.6 70.7 82.0 61.0 65.0
RwSample 66.5 71.8 74.5 83.4 62.5 65.9

CeSample
70.1 72.5 81.7 85.9 64.4 66.1

(+5.9) (+1.9) (+11.0) (+3.9) (+3.4) (+1.1)

NoSample degrades with a large margin, when reducing “max_sequence_length” from 256 to 128, e.g.,
from 70.6% to 64.2% on the All test set. This result reveals the limitation of existing table serialization
techniques for fact verification over large structured tables. Second, claim-based sampling methods, i.e., row-
based sampling (RwSample) and cross-based sampling (CeSample) can effectively address the limitation. For
instance, when setting “max_sequence_length” as 128, CeSample can outperform NoSample by 5.9% and
achieves comparable accuracy with max_sequence_length = 256 (i.e., 72.5%).
Comparison with existing methods. We compare TFV with the existing methods proposed in TabFact [3].
Specifically, TabFact introduces two solutions: (1) TableBert is the same as our basic setting BERT+TFM with
BERT as the pre-trained LM model and basic binary classification for fine-tuning. (2) LPA parses claims into
symbolic-reasoning programs and executes the programs over the structured tables to obtain binary verification
result. Figure 7 shows the results. We can see that TFV achieves better accuracy than TableBert and IPA. The
results show that the current symbolic-reasoning methods, such as IPA, are still under-explored, which may raise
new research directions.

4.3 Summary and Takeaways

Based on our experiment findings, we summarize the following key insights that provide guidance to practitioners
and researchers on the study of table-based fact verification.

• Finding 1: Structure information is indispensable for table-based fact verification. There are two
useful solutions to capturing structure information: (i) The first solution utilizes structure-aware pre-trained
LM, such as TAPAS, which achieves the best performance but would incur high cost during pre-training. (ii)
The second solution relies on more lightweight structure-aware fine-tuning that also achieves comparable
accuracy. It calls for more thorough explorations on how to combine the two solutions.

• Finding 2: Table serialization is important but yet under-explored. The state-of-the-art benchmarking
dataset TabFact [3] only considers small tables from Wikipedia. However, when adopting table-based fact
verification in practice, we need to study how to cope with large tables. The preliminary results show that
the current table serialization approaches are not effective and simple heuristic sampling solutions are
helpful. Therefore, it calls for more theoretical and empirical studies on table serialization.
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Figure 8: An example of using our python package of TFV in Jupyter Notebook.

• Finding 3: Symbolic reasoning approaches are not well studied. Our experimental results show that the
current symbolic reasoning approach IPA [3] achieves inferior accuracy compared with TFV. IPA applies
lexical matching to find linked entities in the table and then uses pre-defined templates (e.g., count, argmax,
etc.) to generate programs. However, as observed from our example, it may not be easy for linking entities
(e.g., “third round” vs. “round 3”) and determining correct templates.

5 A Python Package of TFV

We develop a python package4 that implements TFV. Figure 8 shows an example of using the python package
for table-based fact verification in Jupyter Notebook. Fed with a collection of structured tables, we offer fact
verification services for users. Note that we do not need the users to provide a specific table T for verification.
Instead, we index all the tables and, given a claim provided by a user, we first select candidate tables by applying
a keyword matching method based on the TaBERT model [30]. Then, our pre-trained and fine-tuned LM model
are then leveraged in the second step to produce the probabilities that support the claim. Finally, we rank the
candidate tables according to the supporting probabilities and return the top-k tables.

Moreover, the python package implements representative design solutions for all the modules in Figure 2.
Specifically, in each module, such as pre-trained LM, fine-tuning and table serialization, users can choose an
appropriate solution to use and combine solutions in multiple modules, so as to easily evaluate various approaches.
Note that our framework is extensible, i.e., it is possible to incorporate new modules, new categories, or new
methods or variants of existing methods. Note that it is also possible to define the search space from a different
angle – we contend that our proposal is rational but may not be the only sensible one.

4https://github.com/zihuig/TFV
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6 Conclusions and Future Direction

In this paper, we have systemically investigated the problem of table-based fact verification. We have introduced
a general framework called TFV and defined a space of solutions for the modules in TFV. We have conducted
experiments to test different combinations of methods in the design space with several empirical findings: (1)
Structure information is indispensable for table-based fact verification; (2) Table serialization is important but yet
under-explored; (3) Symbolic reasoning approaches are not well studied. We have developed a python package
that implements TFV and presented its user-friendly features for fact verification.

We also identify several future directions in table-based fact verification that may be worthy of exploration.

• Benchmarking Datasets. The state-of-the-art benchmarking dataset TabFact [3] has a limitation that the
claims are not real. Instead, TabFact solicits crowdsourcing workers to narrate the tables, e.g., describing a
single tuple or comparing multiple tuples, to generate claims. Therefore, this dataset may not be effective
to tackle claims that people make in natural scenarios, which are more difficult to be aligned to the tables.
Thus, it calls for more benchmarking datasets containing real claims.

• Tabular Data Representation. Another fundamental problem is whether the current pre-trained LM mod-
els [7, 18, 29], which are original designed for natural language, is adequate for tabular data representation.
For example, one inherent property of tabular data is permutation invariant, i.e., changing the order of
rows/columns will not affect the result of fact verification. The current LM models have not considered this
property. Therefore, it is desirable to develop new models, such as relational pre-trained transformers [26]
and generative adversarial networks [11], for tabular data representation.

• Symbolic Reasoning. One experiment finding revealed by this paper is the current symbolic approach
achieves inferior performance. However, symbolic reasoning should be indispensable for table-based fact
verification, especially for complex claims. Thus, it is desirable to study more effective symbolic reasoning
techniques, which may be combined with structure-aware LM models to improve the performance.
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Abstract

In settings where an outcome, a decision, or a statement is made based on a single option among
alternatives, it is popular to cherry-pick the data to generate an outcome that is supported by the cherry-
picked data but not in general. In this paper, we use perturbation as a technique to design a support
measure to detect, and resolve, cherry-picking across different contexts. In particular, to demonstrate
the general scope of our proposal, we study cherry picking in two very different domains: (a) political
statements based on trend-lines and (b) linear rankings. We also discuss sampling-based estimation as an
effective and efficient approximation approach for detecting and resolving cherry-picking at scale.

1 Introduction

Often, an analysis, a decision, or a statement is made or justified based on a possible selection among a collection
of valid alternatives. The selection can be a specific piece of data or choice of parameters. Let us consider two
very different examples to understand the issues: trendline statements and multi-criteria rankings. Statements
made by politicians are often justified based on evidences from data. For example, a politician may compare
the unemployment rate on two dates to highlight the success of their policies or to criticize the other parties. As
another example, rankings are also used to compare different entities such as universities. Rankings are often
generated, using a weight vector that combines a set of criteria into a score, which is then used to sort the entities.

This enables (purposefully or not) cherry-picking to obtain an outcome that is supported by the cherry-picked
data but perhaps not in general. In the political statements example, there are plenty of examples cherry-picking
factual basis for making misleading conclusions [1]. For example, in his tweet [2] comparing his approval rate
with President Obama’s, President Trump cherry-picked a single poll source and a specific date which shows the
highest approval for him. In such situations, the outcome based on selected data is valid, but the choice of data or
parameters can be questioned. In other words, one can ask whether other alternatives support the final outcome.
Likewise, rankings are both sensitive and have been highly criticized for cherry-picking. College rankings, for
example, have a huge presence in Academia but have often been considered harmful [3, 4]. As M. Vardi nicely
explains, each ranking is based on a specific “methodology” while the choice of methodology is completely
arbitrary [4]. A similar concern has been cast by M. Gladwell [3], given that rankings depend on weights chosen
for variables.

Our focus in this paper is on how cherry-picking in different settings can be detected, measured, and resolved.
In particular, since data/parameters are carefully selected when cherry-picking, we note that the outcome should

Copyright 2021 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
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change by perturbing around them. For example, in President Trump’s tweet [2], by slightly changing the dates
chosen for comparison, the statement that President Trump has a higher approval rate is not longer valid. To
this end, we ask what other alternatives could have been chosen for a similar analysis. We can then look at the
outcome from all such alternative options. If the outcome is not based on cherry-picking, it should not differ by
much from the reported outcome; i.e., it is stable. In contrast, a outcome is presumed to be cherry-picked, if it
differs greatly from most alternatives considered. Even if it is not intentionally chosen to mislead, there is no
question that it does mislead its consumers about the observed trend.

Of course, this begs the question of what alternatives are valid to consider. In the simplest case, valid options
are a set of data/parameters to select from. In other cases, a set of constraints may have to hold for an option to be
valid. For instance, for a statement comparing the unemployment rate between two US presidents, a pair of dates
form a valid trend if each fall in the range of date each president has been in office. We abstract the universe of
valid alternatives for generating an outcome as a “region of interest”.

Following the above argument, we define a notion of “support” to measure cherry-picking. That is, given an
output O and a region of interest U , we compute its support as the ratio of the valid alternatives in the region of
interest that generate the same outcome. Formally,

ωU (O) =

∣∣{ui ∈ U|O(ui) ∼ O}
∣∣

|U|
(1)

where O(ui) is the outcome acquired using the option ui and O(ui) ∼ O indicates that O(ui) falls in the
“acceptance range” of O. The support of a statement shows what portion of the data “agree” with the outcome O.
If an outcome has a small support, it has been generated (whether intentionally or not) by cherry-picking. For
example, the low support measure for the statement comparing the approval rate of two presidents verifies that it
has been cherry-picked, not supported by the rest of the data.

Using the notion of support, our first mission is to detect if an outcome has been cherry-picked. Formally, we
define the cherry-picking problem as follows:

Problem 1 (Cherry-picking Detection): Given an output O and a region of interest U , compute ωU (O).

Besides detection, the support measure enables to mine data in order to find the most reliable outcome with
the maximum support. Formally we define the cherry-picking resolution problem as following:

Problem 2 (Cherry-picking Resolution): Given a region of interest U , find most supported outcome. That is

argmax
O∈{O(u)|u∈U}

wU (O) (2)

Cherry-picking and our notion of support for detecting and resolving it are general, not being limited to a
specific domain. Still, following the examples provided in this section, we provide a summary of our research
findings for Problems 1 and 2 for (i) political statements base on trendlines [5] and (ii) linear rankings [6].
Paper Organization: First, in § 2, we elaborate on the notion of trendlines and carefully provide the formal
definitions. We then discuss the design of exact algorithms both for detecting and resolving cherry-picking
trendlines. Next, in § 3, we study cherry-picking in our other application domain, linear ranking, and provide
exact algorithmic solutions to address Problems 1 and 2 for such rankings. In § 4, we discuss efficient and
effective sampling-based approximation techniques for detecting and resolving cherry-picking. Finally, we
conclude with brief sections on related work and future work, respectively.
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2 Cherry-picked Trendlines

A trendline is a common form of statement that appears in many domains, comparing two windows of points in
a timestamped data series. Cherry-picked trendlines are prevalent, for example, in politics, among many other
different forms of cherry-picking [1]. The partisans on one side of an argument look for statements they can make
about trends that support their position [7]. They would like not to be caught blatantly lying, so they cherry-pick
the factual basis for their conclusion. That is, the points based on which a statement is made may be carefully
selected to show a misleading trendline that is not a “reasonable” representation of the situation. Comparing with
other forms of statements, the simplicity of a trendline may have also contributed to it being a popular form of
cherry-picking. In this section, we focus on trendlines derived by comparing a pair of points in data to make a
statement. Formally, such a trendline is defined as follows:

Definition 1 (Trendline): For a dataset D, a trendline θ is a defined as a pair of trend points b (the beginning)
and e (the end) and their target values in the form of θ = 〈(b, y(b)), (e, y(e))〉.

For example, in a trendline comparing the unemployment rate in two dates d1 and d2 is defined as θ =
〈(d1, uemp(d1)), (d2, uemp(d2))〉 where uemp(di) is the unemployment rate at date di. We note that trendlines
can be defined over based on the aggregate over a window of points, which as explained in [5] can be transform
into the standard trendline form after linear preprocessing. Following the definition of trendline, a trendline
statement, or simply a statement, is a claim that is made based on the choice of a trendline. Formally,

Definition 2 (Statement): Given a trendline θ = 〈(b, y(b)), (e, y(e))〉, a statement is made by proposing a
condition that is satisfied by the target values y(b)) and y(e). In this paper, we consider the conditions that are
made based on the absolute difference between y(b) and y(e). Formally, given the trendline θ, the statement Sθ is
a range (⊥,>) such that y(e)− y(b) ∈ (⊥,>).

For instance, the statement “Unemployment decreased” is made by proposing a condition: (⊥ = −∞,> = 0),
which is satisfied by the selected trendline.

Given a statement S, a support region for S, RS = (R(b), R(e)), is defined as a pair of disjoint regions,
where every trendline θi with the beginning and end points bi and ei should satisfy the conditions bi ∈ R(b) and
ei ∈ R(e) to be considered for computing the support of S. A support region may naturally be defined by the
statement. For instance, for the statement comparing the approval rate of President Trump with President Obama,
R(b) (resp. R(a)) is any date when President Trump (resp. President Obama) has been in office.

Not all possible trendlines drawn in the support region may be valid or sensible. For example, for a statement
comparing the temperature of location/dates, a trendline that compares the temperature of two different locations
on different days may not be valid. Depending on the constraints the choice of one trend point enforces on the
other, valid trendlines may categorize into unconstrained trendlines and constrained trendlines. In the rest of this
section, we show-case our findings for unconstrained trendlines.

2.1 Cherry-picking Detection

Applying Equation 1 on trendlines, given a data set D, a statement S = (>,⊥), and a support region RS =
(R(b), R(e)), the support for S can be computed as

ωRS
(S,D) = vol({valid 〈p ∈ R(b), p′ ∈ R(e)〉 | y(p′)− y(p) ∈ (⊥,>)})

vol({valid 〈p, p′〉 | p ∈ R(b), p′ ∈ R(e)})
(3)

The denominator this equation is the universe of possible valid trendlines from R(b) and R(e). For unconstrained
trendlines, this is the product of the “volume” of R(b) and that of R(e). Similarly, the numerator can be rewritten
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Figure 1: Illustration of a point dxb
and the set of points in R(e) for which
y(dxe)− y(dxb) ≥ α.

Figure 2: Illustration of weights for
three points dx[i], dx[j], and dx[k] in
the example of Figure 1.

Figure 3: Illustration of the sliding win-
dow in R(b) for constrained trendlines.

as a conditional integral as follows:

v = vol({〈p ∈ R(b), p′ ∈ R(e)〉 | y(p′)− y(p) ∈ (⊥,>)}) =
∫
R(b)

(∫
{dx∈R(e) | y(dxe)−y(dxb)∈(⊥,>)}

dxe

)
dxb

(4)

Consider the partitioning of the space into the Riemann pieces (the data records in the dataset D). For a trend
point dxb, let Rdxb(e) be the points in R(e) where y(dxe)− y(dxb) ∈ (⊥,>). Then, Equation 4 can be rewritten
as the sum

v =
∑

∀dxb∈R(b)

dxb(
∑

∀dxe∈Rdxb
(e)

dxe) (5)

Consider the example in Figure 1. The horizontal axis shows the trend attribute x while the vertical axis shows
y. The trendline of interest is specified by the vertical dashed lines; the left green region identifies R(b) while
the one in the right shows R(e), and the curve shows the y values. In this example, the range of the statement S
is (α,∞). A point dxb in R(b) is highlighted in red in the left of the figure. For dxb, all points dxe ∈ R(e) for
which y(dxe)− y(dxb) > α support S, forming Rdxb(e) (highlighted in red in the right-hand side of the figure),
and therefore, are counted for dxb. The summation of these counts for all points in R(b) computes the numerator
of Equation 5. Following this, the baseline solution sweeps a vertical line from left to right through R(b) and
counts the acceptable points in R(e) for each dxb (similar to highlighted dxb and Rdxb in Figure 1). For each
point in R(b), the baseline algorithm makes a pass over R(e) and, therefore, is quadratic: assuming that |R(e)|
and |R(b)| are O(n), its run time is O(n2). In the following, we present an algorithm that pre-processes R(e) in
O(n log n) time, iterates over points in R(b), and utilizes the pre-processed R(e) to compute relevant component
of result for each b in O(log n) time. The overall time complexity is improved significantly to O(n log n).

Consider Equation 5 once again. For a point dx[i] in R(b), let w[i] be the number of points in R(e) where
y(dxe) − y(dx[i]) ∈ (⊥,>) , i.e.

∑
∀dxe∈Rdx[i](e)

dxe. Then, Equation 5 can be rewritten as
v =

∑
∀dx[i]∈R(b)w[i]. For example, in Figure 1, the weight of the point dxb is the width of the red rect-

angle Rdxb(e). In the following, we show how the construction of a cumulative function for R(e) enables
efficiently finding the corresponding weights for the points in R(b).

In Figure 1, let dx[1] to dx[n′] be the set of points inR(b), from left to right. Figure 2 shows three points dx[i],
dx[j], and dx[k] where y(dx[i]) < y(dx[j]) < y(dx[k]). It also highlights Rdx[i](e), Rdx[j](e), and Rdx[k](e)
in the right. Note that Rdx[i](e) consists of two disjoint rectangles. Looking at the figure, one can confirm that
Rdx[k](e) is a subset of Rdx[j](e) and Rdx[j](e) is a subset of Rdx[i](e). Since all points in Rdx[k](e) belong to
Rdx[j](e) and Rdx[i](e), we do not need to recount those points three time for dx[i], dx[j], and dx[k]. Instead, we
could start from dx[k], compute its width, move to dx[j], only consider the parts of Rdx[j](e) that is not covered
by Rdx[k](e), i.e. Rdx[k](e)\Rdx[k](e), and set w[j] as w[i] plus the width of the uncovered regions by Rdx[k](e).
Similarly, in an incremental manner, we could compute w[i], as we sweep over R(e).
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Let dx[1] to dx[n′] be the set of points in R(b), from left to right. Figure 2 shows three points dx[i], dx[j],
and dx[k] where y(dx[i]) < y(dx[j]) < y(dx[k]). It also highlights Rdx[i](e), Rdx[j](e), and Rdx[k](e) in the
right. Note that Rdx[i](e) consists of two disjoint rectangles. Looking at the figure, one can confirm that Rdx[k](e)
is a subset of Rdx[j](e) and Rdx[j](e) is a subset of Rdx[i](e). Since all points in Rdx[k](e) belong to Rdx[j](e)
and Rdx[i](e), we do not need to recount those points three time for dx[i], dx[j], and dx[k]. Instead, we could
start from dx[k], compute its width, move to dx[j], only consider the parts of Rdx[j](e) that is not covered by
Rdx[k](e), i.e. Rdx[k](e)\Rdx[k](e), and set w[j] as w[i] plus the width of the uncovered regions by Rdx[k](e).
Similarly, in an incremental manner, we could compute w[i], as we sweep over R(e).

Following the above discussion, if we could design a “cumulative” function F : R→ R, that for every value
y, returns the number of points dx in R(e) where y(dx) < y, we could use it to directly compute the weights for
the points in R(b). Formally, we seek to design the following function F = |{dx ∈ R(e) | y(dx) < y}|. Given
such a function F , the weight of the point dx[i] ∈ R(b) can be computed as following:

w[i] = F
(
y(dx[i]) +>

)
− F

(
y(dx[i]) +⊥

)
(6)

We use a sorted list F as the implementation of F . F contains the target values in R(e) such that the i-th
element in F shows the y value for the i-th largest point in R(e). Having the target values sorted in F, in order to
find F (y), it is enough to find index i for which F[i] < y and F[i+ 1] ≥ y. Then, F (y) = i. That is because, for
all j ≤ i: F[j] < y, while for all j > i: F[j] ≥ y. Therefore, the number of points for which y(x) < y is equal to
i. Also, since the values in F are sorted, we can use binary search for finding the index i.

Having the sorted list F constructed, the weight of a point dx ∈ R(b) can be computed using Equation 6 by
applying two binary searches over F. Then making a pass overR(b), we can compute the nominator of Equation 3
as v =

∑
∀dx[i]∈R(b)w[i]. The sum is then is used to calculate ω(S,RS). Considering O(n) points in each region,

the algorithm conducts O(log n) for each point in R(b) for binary searches, and hence takes O(n log n) time.

2.2 Cherry-picking Resolution

An immediate question after detecting an statement based on cherry-picked trendlines is if not this, what is the
right statement supported by the data? For instance, consider a fantastical statement that, cherry-picking a summer
day and a winter day, claims in 2012 Summer was colder than winter in Northern Hemisphere. Apparently, using
the 2012 weather data, this statement has very low support. Then, a natural question would be: what is the fair
statement supported the most by data? For example, considering a 5 degrees Celsius range for the statement, is
summer typically warmer than winter by 20-25 degrees Celsius, is it 15-20 degrees, or is it something else? How
representative can it be if we would like to make such a statement with a 5 degree difference?

Formally speaking, adjusting Problem 2 for trendlines, given a dataset D, a value d, and a support region RS ,
we want to find the statement S = (⊥,⊥+ d) with the maximum support. Finding most supported statements
(MSS) is challenging. That is because a brute force solution needs to generate all possible statements and check
the support for each using the techniques provided in the previous sections. Let ymin and ymax be min( y(R(e)))
and max(y(R(e))) respectively. For MSS, (ymax−ymin) provides a lower bound for⊥ and (ymax−ymin−d) is
an upper bound for it. The brute-force algorithm can start from the lower bound, check the support of S(⊥,⊥+d),
increase the value of ⊥ by a small value ε, check the support of the new statement, repeat this process until
⊥ reaches the upper bound, and return the statement with the maximum support. Note that in addition to the
efficiency issue, this algorithm cannot guarantee the discovery of the optimal solution, no matter how small ε is.

Instead, we first create the “sorted distribution of trendlines.” That is, we create a sorted list ` (from smallest
to largest) where every value is the difference between the target values of a valid trendline. Constructing `
requires passing over the pairs of trendlines and then sorting them. Given that the number of pairs is O(n2),
constructing the ordered list takes O(n2 log n) time.

Having ` constructed, finding the MSS requires a single pass. Recall that every value in ` represents the
target-value difference of a valid trendline. For a fixed statement range, the support window should contain all
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trendlines that their target-value differences belong to the statement range; hence, the window size is variable.
The algorithm for finding MSS starts from the beginning of ` the algorithm sweeps a window over `. At every
step i, it increases the value of j until it finds the index where (`[j] − `[i]) ≤ d while (`[j + 1] − `[i]) > d.
The support of the statement identified by the current window is (j − i)/|`|. In the end, the window with the
maximum size (therefore maximum support) is returned. Note the values of i and j only get increased during the
algorithm until they reach to the end of the list `. As a result, after constructing the sorted list `, the algorithm
requires O(n2) to find the MSS.

3 Cherry-picked Rankings

Compared with trendlines, ranking is commonplace yet challenging, especially when there are multiple criteria to
consider. When there is more than one attribute to be considered for ranking, it is common to use a weight vector
to linearly combine the criteria into a score that is used for sorting the items. While complex function can also be
used for scoring, in this section we will focus on linear ranking functions that are often used in human-designed
rankers such as U.S. News and World Report, Times Higher Education, the National Research Council, etc.

Rankings are important as they may have a significant impact on individuals and society, when it comes
to, for example, college admissions, employment, university ranking, sports teams/players ranking, etc. Many
sports use ranking schemes. An example is the FIFA World Ranking of national soccer teams based on recent
performance. FIFA uses these rankings as “a reliable measure for comparing national A-teams” [8]. Despite the
trust placed by FIFA in these rankings, many critics have questioned their validity. University rankings is another
example that is both prominent and often contested [3]: various entities, such as U.S. News and World Report,
Times Higher Education, and QS, produce such rankings. Similarly, many funding agencies compute a score for
a research proposal as a weighted sum of scores of its attributes. These rankings are, once again, impactful, yet
heavily criticized.

Example 1: Consider a real estate company with 5 agents that would like to rank them (for promotion) based
on two criteria, x1 : customer satisfaction and x2 : sales. Figure 4 shows the candidates as well as their
(normalized) values for x1 and x2. Claiming that the company values sales slightly more than customer
satisfaction, they use the weight vector ~w = 〈1.1, 1.3〉, computed as f(t) = 1.1x1 + 1.3x2 for ranking the
agents. The scores generated for each agent is shown in the last column of Figure 1.

The ranking generated in Example 1 has been generated using the weights selected in an ad-hoc manner,
while the outcome heavily depend in the selection of weights [3]. In other words, unstable outcomes can be
generated by cherry picking the weights. In particular, as we shall evaluate it next, it turns out the selected ranking
has a low support value, indicating that it (whether intentionally or not) has been cherry-picked.

Following Example 1, in the rest of this section we limit our scope to the 2D ranking functions. First, in the
following, we provide some background about the geometry of rankings. Next, adjusting the notions of support
and region of interest for linear rankings, we propose two algorithms for detecting and resolving cherry-picking.
Later in § 4, we will provide a sampling-based approximation approach for MD cases where there are more that
than two criteria for ranking.

3.1 Geometry of Rankings

In the popular geometric model for studying data, each attribute is modeled as a dimension and items are
interpreted as points in a multi-dimensional space (Figure 4b). This is called the primal space where a scoring
function is modeled as an origin starting ray and the ranking of items based on it is determined by their projection
on the line, as shown in Figure 4b. We transform this primal space into a dual space [9], in order to identify regions
that help detecting cherry-picking. In the dual space, in R2, every item t is a line given by d(t) : t[1]x1+t[2]x2 = 1
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D f

id x1 x2 1.1x1 + 1.3x2

t1 0.63 0.71 1.34
t2 0.83 0.65 1.48
t3 0.58 0.78 1.36
t4 0.7 0.68 1.38
t5 0.53 0.82 1.35

(a) A sample database, D, of items with
scoring attributes x1 and x2; and the
result of scoring function f = 1.1x1 +
1.3x2.
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Figure 4: A sample database and its geometric interpretation in the original space and dual space.

(Figure 4c). In the dual space, a scoring function f based on the vector ~w translates to an origin starting ray that
passes through the point ~w. For example, the function f with the weight vector ~w = 〈1.1, 1.3〉 in Example 1 is
drawn in Figure 4c as the origin-starting ray that passes through the point [1.1, 1.3].

Every scoring function can then be identified by the angle θ it makes with the x-axis. For example, the
function f in Figure 4c is identified by the angle θ = arctan(1.31.1). In other words, there is a one-to-one mapping
between possible values for angle θ and the set of possible scoring functions in 2D. This observation enables
extending the notion of support for rankings.

The ordering of the items based on a function f is determined by the ordering of the intersection of the
hyperplanes with the vector of f . The closer an intersection is to the origin, the higher its rank. For example, in
Figure 4c, the intersection of the line t2 with the ray of f = 1.1x1 + 1.3x2 is closest to the origin, and t2 has the
highest rank for f .

One observation from the dual space is that the intersections between the dual lines of the items partition the
space of possible scoring functions (different values of θ) into discrete regions, called ranking regions, where (a)
all scoring functions in each region generate the same ranking and (b) no two regions generate the same ranking.
In order words, there is a one-to-one mapping between possible rankings and the ranking regions. Formally, let
RD be the set of rankings over the items in D that are generated by at least one choice of weight vector. For a
ranking r ∈ RD, we define its region, RD(r), as the set of functions that generate r:

RD(r) = {f | ∇f (D) = r} (7)

Figure 4b shows the boundaries (as dotted lines) of the regions for our sample database, one for each of the 11
feasible rankings. We use the ranking regions in order to extend the notion of support for rankings. Looking
at the figure, one can observe that the weight vector ~w = 〈1.1, 1.3〉 in Example 1 belongs to a narrow ranking
region (R8) and by slightly changing it, the ranking changes. In other words, it is evident from the figure that the
ranking has been cherry-picked.

Every ranking region in 2D can be identified by the two angles in its boundary. Let θb(R) and θe(R) be the
beginning and the end angles for the region R. We define the volume of the region, vol(R) = θe(R)− θb(R) to
measure the bulk of the region. Similarly, a region of interest in 2D, U , is identified by two angles demarcating
the edges of the pie-slice, i.e., U = 〈θb, θe〉. For example, let a region of interest be defined by the set of
constraints {w1 ≤ w2,

√
3w1 ≥ w2}. This defines the set of functions above the line w1 = w2 and below the

line
√
3w1 = w2, limiting the region of interest to the angles in the range [π/4, π/3]. Similarly, a region defined
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around f = x1 + x2 with the maximum angle π/10◦ corresponds to the angles in the range [3π/20, 7π/20]. The
volume of the region of interest can be computed as vol(U) = θe − θb.

Following Equation 1, the support of a ranking r can be measured as the ratio of the volume of its region to
the volume of the region of interest: (Equation 1) as following:

ωU (r,D) =
vol(RD(r))

vol(U)
=
θe(RD(r))− θb(RD(r))

θe − θb
(8)

We note that sometimes in practice not all parts of a ranking are important for studying the support. For
example, if the end goal of a ranking is done to select the top-k items, the support value shall be defined on
possible (unordered) top-k sets, not the rankings. Similarly, a partial ranking may only look into the top-k (or
bottom-k) items. As a generalization of both examples above, inversions at different positions of a ranking may
be of different levels of interest/importance (e.g., inverting 10th and 11th items still matters, but not as much as
inverting the 1st and the 2nd), and a ranking can be considered as supporting another if the cumulative importance
of their inversions is within an acceptable range. [6] elaborates on how to extend the notions of ranking region
and support, as well as the detection and resolution algorithms for some of these cases.

3.2 Cherry-picking Detection

The intersections between the lines of items in the dual space, called ordering exchanges, are the key in identifying
the ranking regions. Consider a ranking r. For a value of i ∈ [1, n), let t and t′ be the i-th and (i+ 1)-th items in
r. If t dominates t′ (i.e., t[1] > t′[1] and t[2] > t′[2]) the dual lines d(t) and d(t′) will not intersect. Otherwise,
using the equations of dual lines, the ordering exchange between t and t′ can be computed as:

θt,t′ = arctan
t′[1]− t[1]
t[2]− t′[2]

(9)

If t[1] < t′[1] (resp. t[1] > t′[1]), all functions with angles θ < θt,t′ (resp. θ > θt,t′) rank t higher than t′.
The reason is that if t[1] > t′[1], t[2] should be smaller than t′[2], otherwise t dominates t′. Hence t[1]

t[2] >
t′[1]
t′[2] , i.e.

the dual line d(t) has a larger slope than d(t′), and intersects the rays in range [0, θt,t′) closer to the origin.
We use this idea for computing the support (and the region) of a given ranking r. The cherry-picking detection

algorithm uses the angle range (θ1, θ2), where 0 ≤ θ1 < θ2 ≤ π/2, for specifying the region of r. For each value
of i in range [1, n), the algorithm considers the items t and t′ to be the i-th and (i+ 1)-th items in r, respectively.
If t′ dominates t, the ranking is not valid. Otherwise, if t does not dominate t′, the algorithm computes the
ordering exchange θt,t′ and, based on the values of t[1] and t′[1], decides to use it for setting the upper bound or
the lower bound of the ranking region. After traversing the ranked list r, the algorithm returns (θmin, θmax) as
the region of r, and θmax−θmin

θ2−θ1 as the support of r. Since the algorithm scans the ranked list only once, computing
the support of a ranking in 2D takes O(n) time.

3.3 Cherry-picking Resolution

Similar to other cherry-picking problems such as cherry-picked trendlines, a natural question followed by the
detection problem is to find the most supported ranking. This should help the producers of rankings to reveal the
ranking that is not just supported by a single function, but the one that has the most support among all possible
rankings generated by the functions in the region of interest. Formally, for a dataset D with n items over d (here
d = 2) scoring attributes, a region of interest U (in 2D, U = (θb, θe)), find the ranking r with maximum support.

Following the notion of ranking regions, we propose a ray sweeping algorithm for finding the most supported
ranking, that is, the ranking with the largest region. Let U = (θb, θe) be the region of interest. The algorithm starts
from the angle θb and, while sweeping a ray toward θe, uses the dual representation of the items for computing
the ordering exchanges and finding the ranking regions.
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To do so, the algorithm starts by ranking rθb the items based on θb. It uses the fact that at any moment, an
adjacent pair in the ordered list of items exchange ordering, and, therefore, computes the ordering exchanges
between the adjacent items in the ordered list. The intersections that fall into the region of interest are added to a
min-heap data structure that serve as the sweeper.

Next, it removes the ordering exchange with the minimum angle θt,t′ from the heap, which together with θb
for the first ranking region R(rθb). The support of the first region is ωU (r,D) = (θt,t′ − θb)/(θe − θb), which
is the maximum support discovered so far. That is ωmax = ωU (r,D). After identifying the first region, the
algorithm updates its ranking by changing the order between t and t′ in it list. The new ranking adds two new
ordering exchanges between t and t′ and their new neighbors in the ranking, which are added to the sweeper’s
heap. The algorithm then pops the next ordering exchange from the heap to identify the next ranking region;
computes its support; and updates ωmax if the new region has a higher support than the best known solution. The
algorithm stops when the heap is empty and returns the corresponding ranking with ωmax as the output. It also
returns the region of the ranking, along with a scoring function that generates the ranking.

The maximum number of ranking regions is O(n2), since there are at most
(
n
2

)
ordering exchanges between

the items. Adding or removing an item from the sweeper’s list takes O(log n), hence the complexity of the
cherry-picking resolution algorithm is O(n2 log n).

4 Sampling-based Approximation

In large-scale settings where perturbation space, i.e. U , is sizable, it is challenging to either detect or resolve
cherry-picking at interactive speed. That is because in such cases even a linear scan over the region of interest
to consider all possible cases is time consuming. Consider cherry-picking trendlines as an example. In very
large settings where the number of points in R(b) and R(e) is significant, or in the absence of explicit target
values where acquiring the data is costly, exact algorithms may not be efficient. The situation is even worse
for ranking. So far in this paper, we only considered 2D scoring functions that use two criteria for ranking. In
practice, however, there often are more than two criteria for ranking. FIFA rankings, for example uses 4 criteria
to rank the national soccer teams [8]. In such cases, due to the curse of dimensionality, the size of the region of
interest exponentially grows with d (the number of criteria) and exact algorithms are no longer efficient (please
refer to [6] for more details).

On the other hand, approximate estimations of support may often be enough to give the user a good idea about
cherry-picking. Hence, a user may prefer to quickly find such estimates, rather than spending a significant amount
of time for finding out the exact values. Sampling-based approached, in particular Monte-Carlo methods [10, 11]
turn out to be both efficient and accurate for such approximations.

Monte-Carlo methods use repeated sampling and the central limit theorem [12] for solving deterministic
problems. Based on the law of large numbers [12], the mean of independent random variables can serve for
approximating integrals. That is because the expected number of occurrence of each observation is proportional
to its probability. At a high level, the Monte-Carlo methods work as follows: first, they generate a large enough
set of random inputs based on a probability distribution over a domain; then they use these inputs to estimate
aggregate results.

An important observation is that uniform sampling from a region of interest U allows sampling output O
based on its support value. This enables both detection and resolution of cherry-picking by observing different
outputs based on the samples and estimating their supports. As a specific topic for the explanation, let us
once again consider cherry-picking trendlines. Consider a statement S = (⊥,>) with the region of interest
RS = 〈R(b), R(e)〉. The universe of possible trendlines from R(b) to R(e) is the set of valid pairs 〈p, p′〉 where
p ∈ R(b) and p′ ∈ R(e). Let ω be the support of S in the region RS , i.e., ω(S,RS). For each uniformly sampled
pair 〈p, p′〉, let the random Bernoulli variable x〈p,p′〉 be 1 if y(p′)− y(p) ∈ (⊥,>), 0 otherwise. The probability
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distribution function (pdf) of the Bernoulli variable x is:

p(x) =

{
ω x = 1

1− ω x = 0
(10)

The mean of a Bernoulli variable with the success probability of x is µ = ω and the variance is σ2 = ω (1− ω).
For every set ξ of N iid (independent and identically distributed) samples taken from the above binary variable x,
let mξ be the random variable showing the average of ξ. Using the central limit theorem, mξ follows the Normal
distributionN

(
µ, σ√

N

)
– with the mean µ and standard deviation σ√

N
. Given a confidence level α, the confidence

error e identifies the range [mξ − e,mξ + e] where

p(mξ − e ≤ µ ≤ mξ + e) = 1− α

Using the Z-table,
e = Z(1− α

2
)
σ√
N

For a large enough value of N , we can estimate σ as
√
mξ (1−mξ). Hence, the confidence error can be

computed as:

e = Z(1− α

2
)

√
mξ (1−mξ)

N
(11)

Following the above discussion, the algorithm to estimate the support ω(S,RS) uses a budget of N sample
trendlines from RS . The algorithm computes mξ by ratio of samples that support S. It then computes the
confidence error e, using Equation 11 and returns mξ and e. It is easy to see that, since the algorithm linearly
scans over N samples, its running time is O(N).

Similarly, the samples can be used to identify the most supported outcome. To see a different application,
let us now consider cherry-picking in ranking. In MD where there are d > 2 criteria for ranking, every item
is represented with a hyperplane d(t) :

∑d
i=1 t[i]xi = 1. A scoring function remains as a origin-anchored ray

in Rd, identified by d − 1 angles. In such cases, a region of interest can be described as an origin-anchored
hyper-spherical cone, identified by a cosine similarity around an original scoring function. Taking unbiased
samples from such an environment becomes challenging, in particular when the region of interest is narrow.
Such a sampler is provided in [6, 13]. Having the sampler designed, we can design a Monte-carlo method for
identifying the most supported ranking. The algorithm uses a hash data structure that contains the aggregates of
the rankings it has observed so far. Upon calling the algorithm, it first draws N sample functions from the region
of interest U . For each sampled scoring function, the algorithm finds the corresponding ranking and checks if
it has previously been discovered. If not, it adds the ranking to the hash and sets its count as 1; otherwise, it
increments the count of the ranking. The algorithm then chooses the ranking that has the maximum count. It
computes the support and confidence error of the ranking (using Equation 11) and returns it. Note that following
the Monte-carlo method, the algorithm approximately estimates the support of each region and, hence, may miss
to return the actual ranking with the maximum support, especially when the number of ranking regions is not
small and their supports are close to each other. Still, following the bounds provided by the confidence error, the
algorithm guarantees a (user-controllable) upper bound on the difference between the actual maximum support
and the algorithm’s selection. Considering a budget of N samples while finding the ranking for each sample, the
algorithm runs in O(Nn log n) time. This method has been used in our demo system [14] for responsible ranking
design.
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5 Related Work

Cherry-picking detection and resolution is closely related to, but not limited to computational fact checking, which
originated in journalism, with an aim to detect fake news by comparing of claims extracted from the news content
against the existing facts [15–22]. The initial fact checking efforts included manual methods based on the domain
knowledge of human expert and crowdsourcing [18, 20]. Manual fact checking efforts, however, are not scalable
and may not make full use of relevant data. As a result, computational approaches have emerged, with the “Holy
Grail” being a platform that can automatically “evaluate” a claim in real-time [17]. Computational fact checking
harnesses on techniques from various areas of research such as natural language processing [23, 24], information
retrieval [25, 26], and graph theory [15], and spurred novel research including but not limited to multi-source
knowledge extraction [27–29], data cleaning and integration [30–32], and credibility evaluation [33, 34]. Existing
work also includes style-based [35–38], propagation-based [39–41], and credibility-based [40, 42–45] study of
fake news. Further information about fake news and the detection mechanisms can be found in a comprehensive
literature survey by Zhou and Zafarani [46].

Using perturbations for studying uncertainty has been studied in different context in data management [47–49].
Perturbation is an effective technique for studying the robustness of query outputs. For example, [6, 14, 50] use
function perturbation for verifying the stability of ranking queries, as well as discovering fair and stable rankings.
Query perturbation has also been used for retrieving more relevant query results [51–54].

The idea of query perturbation has also seen its applications in the context of the computational journalism,
in both fact-checking [21] and lead-finding [55]. Compared with [21], whose focus is more on the modeling of a
generic framework for perturbation-based fact-checking, we drill down on two common types of statements—
trendlines and linear rankings. On the mining aspect, while [55] studied the representative points to capture the
high-value regions of a complex surface, we have treated all points in the support region indifferently, proposed
and studied the notion of “support,” which is a natural measure that can be defined within the framework and
complementary to those defined in [21].

6 Final Remarks and Future Work

In this article, we proposed a measure of support, based on perturbation, to detect and resolve cherry-picking in
different contexts. We have demonstrated cherry-picking detection and resolution in two representative types of
statements, namely trendlines and linear rankings, with applications in various domains, including but not limited
to politics, environment, education, sports, and business intelligence. Besides the exact algorithms, we proposed
sampling-based and Monte-Carlo methods as effective approximations for detecting and resolving cherry-picking
at scale.

We only focused on the algorithmic aspect of cherry-picking in this paper, which simplifies the problem by
assuming the existence of data and a query. Any successful attempt as a real-world system for detection and
resolution of cherry-picking needs to address the challenges associated with such assumptions. In the context of
trendlines, for example, the first challenge is to translate the (informal) human-language statements to formal
trendline statement queries. This requires efficient interaction with human experts for statement formation or
(semi-)automatic methods. The next major challenge is to discover the relevant data for evaluating the support of
the statement. Discovering relevant data or unbiased samples that can be used for studying cherry-picking is often
challenging for real-world scenarios. Fortunately, there have been extensive efforts in the database community,
both in designing interactive query systems [56–58] as well as data discovery [59–62], which can be extended for
the context of cherry-picking.
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Abstract

We focus on scaling up fact checking to very large document collections. Given a computational cost
budget, our goal is to find a maximal number of instances of misinformation. We present the WebChecker,
a platform that leverages indexes, cheap filters, and matching methods with various cost-accuracy
tradeoffs to maximize fact checking efficiency. It uses a reinforcement learning based optimizer to find
optimal checking plans. In our experiments, we use an early prototype to find misinformation on the
Web, exploiting Google search to retrieve Web documents and pre-trained language models to identify
problematic text snippets within them. WebChecker finds significantly more matches per time unit,
compared to naive baselines, and reliably identifies near-optimal checking plans within its plan space.

1 Introduction

Misinformation on the Web can have disastrous consequences [32]. Major Web companies such as Google,
Facebook, and Twitter have recently taken steps to protect their user base from being served misleading content [17,
44]. However, those efforts still rely significantly on teams of human fact checkers who are all too often
overwhelmed by the scale at which misinformation propagates [36, 46]. Over the past years, this has motivated
significant research on automated fact checking methods [10], in industry as well as in academia.

At its core, automated fact checking requires analyzing natural language text (for instance, in order to verify
whether a given claim is equivalent to a previously verified one). The area of natural language processing (NLP)
has recently seen significant progress. In particular, large pre-trained models based on the Transformer [43]
architecture have advanced the state of the art in multiple sub-areas of NLP [16,47] and achieve near human-level
performance for various NLP tasks [5, 28].

The increased accuracy of recent NLP approaches comes, however, at a price. State-of-the-art performance
often requires large neural networks with hundreds of millions [7] to hundreds of billions of parameters [9].
Inference via such models is costly. Applying such models naively to large collections of documents (for fact
checking or other tasks) is prohibitively expensive. Prior work on automated fact checking has often focused on
verifying single claims. Here, given methods to verify single claims, we are interested in scaling up automated
checking to large collections of documents, even up to Web scale. In order to do so, we leverage classical
techniques from the database community, in particular query planning [37] and adaptive processing [3].

Copyright 2021 IEEE. Personal use of this material is permitted. However, permission to reprint/republish this material for
advertising or promotional purposes or for creating new collective works for resale or redistribution to servers or lists, or to reuse any
copyrighted component of this work in other works must be obtained from the IEEE.
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We describe and evaluate a first prototype of the WebChecker, a platform aimed at misinformation detection
in very large document collections. Of course, finding all mistakes in a sufficiently large set of documents (say,
the Web) is not realistic. Hence, our goal is to find the maximal number of instances of misinformation under a
fixed, computational budget instead. As an extension, we may assign different weights to different instances of
misinformation and prioritize search accordingly.

As one possible use case, we envision WebChecker as a means to trigger corrective actions quickly if
misinformation is detected. For instance, WebChecker could notify Wikipedia administrators if factual mistakes
appear on pages that fall within their core domain. Alternatively, WebChecker could create tags requesting
verification by volunteers from the Wikipedia community. Similarly, WebChecker could be applied to verify
content on large Web platforms such as Twitter, notifying internal fact checker teams of potentially problematic
content (triggering platform-specific counter-measures). Note that new content is generated at a regular pace in
all of the aforementioned use cases. This means that fact checking is a continuous process, rather than a one-time
operation. This makes computational efficiency, our focus, key.

The WebChecker takes as input a repository containing misinformation and a collection of documents. Its
goal is to match text snippets in documents to entries in the repository. To do so efficiently, WebChecker uses a
collection of fact checking methods, including high and low precision matching methods, cheap, heuristic filters,
and indexes. A-priori, it is unclear which combination of methods maximizes the number of matches found
within the cost budget. WebChecker therefore uses an adaptive processing approach, switching between different
processing plans to sample their quality. To decide which plans to try next, WebChecker uses reinforcement
learning methods.

We evaluate an early prototype of WebChecker experimentally (source code for this prototype is available
at https://github.com/itrummer/WebChecker). We show that plan choices have significant impact on the
number of matches found (up to two orders of magnitude). Furthermore, we show that WebChecker successfully
converges to near-optimal plans via reinforcement learning. At the same time, our experimental results point at
important avenues for improvements.

The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. We introduce our problem model formally in Section 2.
In Section 3, we give a high-level overview of the WebChecker prototype. In Section 4, we describe the space
of misinformation detection plans considered by the prototype. Then, in Section 5, we describe the adaptive
processing approach used to identify promising plans. We present first experimental results in Section 6. Finally,
we discuss related work in Section 7 and conclude with future work plans in Section 8.

2 Problem Model and Terminology

Our goal is to find misinformation in a document collection. We detect misinformation at a fine granularity,
verifying specific text snippets (as opposed to classifying entire documents as fake news). We consider large
document collections (up to “Web-scale”) where verifying each single text snippet naively is prohibitively
expensive. Hence our focus on maximizing detection efficiency. To identify misinformation, we compare against
entries in a so-called anti-knowledge base [24] (also known as “negative knowledge” [2]), defined next.

Definition 1 (Anti-Knowledge Base, Anti-Fact): An Anti-Knowledge Base (AKB) is a collection A of Anti-
Facts, each one representing a piece of information known to be wrong. Each anti-fact a ∈ A is expressed as a
subject-predicate-object triple a = 〈S, P,O〉. It expresses a relationship between subject and object that does not
hold. In addition, each anti-fact may be associated with one or multiple tags (expressing for instance the source
from which the anti-fact was mined).

We assume that anti-facts are indexed by tags such that anti-facts with specific tags can be retrieved efficiently.
Our goal is to match AKB entries to text snippets in the aforementioned document collection.
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Definition 2 (AKB Match): An AKB Match is described as a pair 〈a, s〉 where a ∈ A is an anti-fact from the
AKB, s ∈ D is a text snippet (e.g., a single sentence) from the document collection D. Snippet and anti-fact are
related in that the text describes the anti-fact, i.e. the text snippet contains misinformation.

Identifying matches between AKB entries and text snippets requires natural language analysis. This field
has advanced quickly in recent years, seeing widespread adoption of novel and promising methods such as the
Transformer architecture [43]. Nevertheless, analysis precision is still not perfect, leading to erroneous matches.

Definition 3 (Matching Precision, False Positive): With regards to a set of (potential) matchesM = {〈ai, si〉},
we call the ratio of true matches the Matching Precision. We call any pair 〈a, s〉 ∈M where s does not express
the anti-fact a a False Positive. We compare different matching methods by their (expected) matching precision.

Setting a different precision target allows adapting WebChecker to different scenarios (e.g., increasing recall
at the expense of precision if potential matches are shared with a large crowd for verification while preferring few,
high-precision matches if results are forwarded to a small team of fact checkers).

Given many documents and AKB entries, it is often not realistic to find all instances of misinformation.
Hence, we must focus our efforts on high-priority instances. To do so, we introduce a weighted recall metric.

Definition 4 (Match Weighting Function): The detection process can be configured by providing a Match
Weighting Function. This function assigns each AKB match to a weight, expressing importance of the match.
The match weighting function wM :M 7→ R+ assigns AKB matches m ∈M to a numerical, positive weight.
The weight of a match 〈a, s〉 is the product of two weight functions, wA and wS , assigning a weight for the AKB
entry and the text snippet respectively (i.e., wM (〈a, s〉) = wA(a) · wS(s)).

The weighting function wA allows assigning higher weights for misinformation that relates to specific topics
(e.g., for anti-facts about the Coronavirus that may accelerate the spread). Weighting function wS allows assigning
higher weights for specific Web sites (e.g., to prioritize highly visible Web sites where misinformation could be
particularly harmful). WebChecker prioritizes highly weighted matches in its search. More precisely, it processes
detection tasks as defined next.

Definition 5 (Detection Task, Detection Result): A Detection Task is defined by a tuple 〈A,D, t, wM , b〉. Here,
A is an anti-knowledge base and D a collection of documents. Threshold t lower-bounds expected matching
precision (thereby restricting the selection of matching methods) while wM assigns weights to matches. Finally, b
is a cost budget limiting computational overheads. The Detection Result is a setM of matches, ideally maximizing∑

m∈M wM (m) under cost budget b while respecting precision threshold t.

3 System Overview

Figure 1 shows a high-level overview of the WebChecker system. Next, we describe its context and components
quickly. In the following sections, we discuss specific components in more detail.

WebChecker accesses two large repositories: an anti-knowledge base (AKB), containing known misinforma-
tion, and a large document collection. WebChecker searches for text snippets in the document collection that
match entries in the AKB. More precisely, it processes detection tasks, specified by a user. A detection task is
characterized by a matching precision threshold, a function assigning weights to matches, and a cost budget (see
Definition 5 for further details). The output is a set of matches, linking text snippets to AKB entries.

The goal of WebChecker is to find a set of matches that maximize accumulated weight, while staying within
the cost budget. Furthermore, the result matches must be verified by a verification method that complies with the
precision constraints. WebChecker uses several techniques to find high-quality matches efficiently.
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Figure 1: Overview of WebChecker system architecture.

First, WebChecker uses indexes to access subsets of anti-facts and documents efficiently. AKB entries are
associated with tags, indicating for instance the source from which AKB entries have been extracted or the type of
claim (e.g., distinguishing claims about numerical properties from claims about entity-to-entity relationships [24]).
AKB entries are indexed, making it efficient to retrieve all entries associated with specific tags. On the other side,
we assume that documents are indexed by keywords (e.g., by a Web search engine). This allows WebChecker to
efficiently retrieve documents likely to contain matches for specific anti-facts. Second, WebChecker may use
heuristic filters to narrow down the set of anti-facts and text snippets. Doing so is beneficial if it reduces the
number of (more expensive) follow-up operations.

Ultimately, all result matches must satisfy an entailment check. Here, WebChecker verifies via natural
language analysis whether specific text snippets entail AKB entries. If so, the corresponding snippet contains
misinformation. Checking entailment via large neural networks (e.g., via Roberta [30]) is computationally
expensive. Hence, WebChecker may use cheap but less precise checks to narrow down the focus for expensive
checks. For instance, those checks may include simple checks for word overlap between AKB entry and
text snippet. Alternatively, they may include checks via size-reduced language models that trade accuracy for
overheads (e.g., via approaches such as Albert [26] and Distilbert [34]).

WebChecker has various options to process a given detection task. For instance, WebChecker can select the
anti-facts for which to search matches via Web search (the optimal choice depends on the anti-fact weight as
well as on the prevalence). Also, Web Checker may decide whether or not to activate heuristic filters and which
sequence of entailment checks to perform. To make theses and other optimization choices, WebChecker uses a
planning component.

Optimal planning decisions depend on factors that are unknown a-priori. For instance, it is difficult to
estimate the prevalence of specific anti-facts. WebChecker does not assume that such statistics are available
before processing starts. Instead, it learns to make near-optimal planning decisions via trial and error. The
WebChecker planner uses an iterative algorithm. In each iteration, it uses a fixed percentage of the processing
budget to find a maximal number of AKB matches. The accumulated weight of all matches retrieved in a single
iteration serves as reward function in a reinforcement learning framework [40]. Thereby, existing algorithms
from the reinforcement learning domain can be used to converge to optimal planning decisions (associated with
maximal reward). Planning is described in more detail in Section 5.

4 Detection Plans

WebChecker processes detection plans to identify misinformation. We discuss their structure next.
Our goal is to match anti-facts in an anti-knowledge base A to text snippets in a document collection D. We
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assume an entailment check e is available that checks if a given text snippet entails a given anti-fact (if so, the
text snippet contains misinformation). In its simplest form, a detection plan may be executed as a join between
anti-facts and snippets, using the entailment check as join condition, i.e.

A ./e D.

The type of entailment check is restricted by the user-specified precision threshold t. For a low-precision threshold,
relatively cheap entailment checks (e.g., via distilled language models such as DistilBERT [34]) can be used.
Also, instead of a single entailment check, we can use a sequence of more and more expensive entailment checks,
reserving expensive checks to matches that pass the cheaper tests. In doing so, we may reduce recall (due to false
negatives of cheaper filters) but not precision (as long as the final filter satisfies the precision threshold). If cheap
filters are sufficiently selective, overall efficiency increases.

We can use indexes on anti-facts as well as text documents to speed up matching. We consider scenarios
where the document collection to analyze is extremely large. It is not realistic to create specific indexes for
WebChecker on the entire Web. Fortunately, large parts of the Web have been indexed for keyword search by
search engine providers such as Google or Microsoft. We assume that such an index is used to retrieve relevant
documents for a given anti-fact. We denote the function that maps an anti-fact a to a keyword query as iD(a).
For instance, we can form this keyword query by concatenating subject, predicate, and object keywords from
the triple associated with a. Alternatively, we can use keywords from only a subset of those three components.
WebChecker may create one or multiple indexes on anti-facts, indexing them for instance by mining source or
topic. By iA, we denote a condition on anti-facts that can be evaluated using an index on anti-facts. For instance,
we can retrieve anti-facts from a specific source or of a specific type. In summary, plans with index usage can be
described by the following expression:

σiA(A) ./e σiD(a)(D).

They are evaluated by retrieving single anti-facts satisfying condition iA, then retrieving matching documents
from D for each anti-fact a.

Finally, we can exploit cheap heuristics to filter out anti-facts and text snippets. We are interested in filtering
out anti-facts that are unlikely to generate matches. Also, we want to filter text snippets that are unlikely to
contain misinformation. We denote by hA a heuristic filter on anti-facts and by hD a heuristic filter on text
snippets. For instance, we can exploit previously proposed methods for identifying check-worthy claims [15]
to filter text snippets. For filtering anti-facts, we can exploit insights on which anti-fact properties make them
likely to propagate (e.g., we show in prior work that mistakes are more likely for certain types of entities and
predicates [24]). In summary, plans using heuristics and indexes can be written as

σhA(σiA(A)) ./e σhD(σiD(a)(D)).

WebChecker evaluates such plans by first using the index on A to retrieve anti-facts satisfying iA and then filtering
anti-facts via hA. For each resulting anti-fact a, WebChecker uses the document index (i.e., the search engine) to
retrieve documents satisfying iD (up to a maximal number of documents) before filtering associated text snippets
using heuristic hD. Finally, the entailment checks e are executed between a and each remaining text snippet.
Each snippet that entails a is added to the set of result matches.

5 Adaptive Planning and Processing

We discussed the general structure of detection plans in the previous section. That structure leaves open several
optimization decisions. First, we can choose which filters (if any) to use on anti-facts and text snippets (heuristic
filters and index-based filters). We assume that a set of alternatives is available for each type of filter (we discussed
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Algorithm 3: Adaptive processing algorithm used by WebChecker.

1 WebChecker(A,D, t, wM , b) begin
2 M ← ∅; // Initialize AKB matches
3 while Cost budget b not reached do
4 p← SelectPlan(A,D, t); // Select plan via RL
5 N ← EvalOnSample(p, t); // Evaluate new plan
6 r ←

∑
n∈N wM (n); // Calculate reward value

7 UpdateStats(p, r); // Update RL statistics
8 M ←M ∪N ; // Add new matches

9 return M ; // Return detection result

some alternatives in Section 4). Second, we can choose the sequence of entailment checks. Of course, any filter
(or additional entailment check) tends to decrease the total number of matches if processing all anti-facts and text
snippets. However, it is not realistic to search the entire Web. Instead, our goal is to maximize the number of
matches found until the cost budget runs out. Given the cost budget, filters can increase the number of matches
found as they help us focus our efforts on the most relevant AKB entries and text snippets.

Following Definition 5, the best plan maximizes the accumulated weight of all matches found under the cost
budget. To select optimal plans, we would need to know the cost and accuracy of filter operations and entailment
checks, as well as the frequency at which certain types of misinformation appear on the Web. In particular, having
the latter kind of information about a large and dynamic document collection such as the Web does not seem
realistic. This motivates a more flexible processing strategy that adapts to information gained at run time. More
precisely, WebChecker implements the adaptive processing strategy described as Algorithm 3.

Given an anti-knowledge base A, a document collection D, a precision threshold t, a match weighting
function wM , and a cost budget b as input, WebChecker iterates until the cost budget is depleted (our current
implementation measures cost as run time while other metrics, such as monetary processing fees, could be used
instead). In each iteration, WebChecker picks a detection plan p and uses it for a limited amount of processing (in
our current implementation, we limit ourselves to one AKB entry per iteration and 30 seconds of Web search
time). The Web matches resulting from processing are added to the result set.

In each iteration, WebChecker picks plans based on statistics collected while processing the current detection
task. In doing so, it faces the so-called exploration-exploitation dilemma: we have a tension between selecting
plans that have worked well so far and selecting plans about which little is known (e.g., since they have not been
tried yet). Reinforcement learning is the classical framework used to resolve this kind of tension in a principled
manner. Hence, we apply a reinforcement learning algorithm to select the next plan to try in each iteration. As
reward function (quantifying the quality of a plan), we use the sum of weights over all matches found in a given
iteration. The reinforcement learning algorithm will therefore converge towards plans that return more and higher
weighting matches.

More formally, the environment for a reinforcement learning algorithm is typically described as a Markov
Decision Process (MDP). An MDP is defined by a tuple 〈S,A, T ,R〉 of states S, actions A, transitions T ,
and reward function R. In our case, states correspond to vectors 〈v1, . . . , vn〉 ∈ Nn where each component
v1, ..., vn−1 represents a plan property and vn represents the plan property to decide next. Actions represent
alternative values for the next plan property. The transition function maps a state 〈v1, . . . , vi, . . . , vn−1, i〉 and
an action a to the state 〈v1, . . . , a, . . . vn−1, i + 1〉 (i.e., we set the value specified by the action and advance
to the next plan property). After determining the last plan property, the current episode ends and the specified
plan is evaluated. The reward for any transition is zero except for the last transition in an episode. For the last
transition, the reward corresponds to the sum of weights over all matches collected by the specified plan in the
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Figure 2: Number of misinformation matches found on the Web during one hour of processing time for 32
different plans. The red lines mark the number of matches found when optimizing the plan via reinforcement
learning in three consecutive runs (solid line marks median).

current iteration. The transition function is deterministic while the reward function is stochastic (since using the
same detection plan on different AKB entries in different iterations may yield a different number of matches).

6 Experimental Results

We report first experimental results for an early prototype of WebChecker. The prototype is implemented in
Python 3. The source code is publicly available (https://github.com/itrummer/WebChecker).

The prototype uses an AKB consisting of over 100,000 entries (publicly available online at https://
github.com/cornelldbgroup/AntiKnowledgeBase). Those entries were mined from Wikipedia update logs
using the process described by Karagiannis et al. [24]. For querying the Web, the prototype uses Google’s
programmable search engine API [12]. For natural language processing, it uses Transformer models via the
Huggingface Transformers library [47]. The prototype uses Stable Baselines 3 [39] for reinforcement learning.
The experiments were executed on a p3.2xlarge EC2 instance with Tesla V100 GPU.

The prototype considers the following plan space properties. First, AKB entries are indexed by their type,
distinguishing mistakes with incorrect numbers (e.g., incorrect birth dates) from mistakes with incorrect entities
(e.g., an incorrect location for the headquarters of a company). The prototype may choose between those two
categories to maximize detection yield. Second, the prototype may choose to filter AKB entries to the ones
with long text (the intuition being that Web search results tend to be more specific and relevant for such triples).
Third, the prototype may choose how to construct Web queries for a given AKB triple. In the current version,
we consider two simple variants (either using quotes around triple subject and triple object or no quotes at all).
Fourth, the WebChecker prototype may choose to filter Web results to Web sites with relatively small text content.
Intuitively, more small Web sites can be processed for a fixed time limit, reducing the risk of investing significant
computational resources into a Web site that turns out to be irrelevant. Finally, the prototype considers two
different sequences of entailment checks. The first version directly applies a large Roberta model [30], pre-trained
on MNLI (https://huggingface.co/roberta-large-mnli), to check whether a Web sentence entails the
concatenation of components of an AKB triple. The second version performs a cheaper check first (testing for
a sufficient ratio of overlapping words between triple and sentence). It applies the model-based test only if the
cheaper one succeeds.
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AKB Entry (with Correction) Web Match (with URL)

MCS6501 microprocessors, was in,
July 24 1974 issue of Electronics
magazine [Correct: July 24 1975]

One of the earliest was a full-page story on the MCS6501 and
MCS6502 microprocessors in the July 24, 1974 issue of Electron-
ics magazine [https://en-academic.com/dic.nsf/enwiki/
12304]

Biraj Bahu, is, 1955 Hindi film [Cor-
rect: 1954]

... and Biraj Bahu (1955), which won her the Filmfare Best Actress
Award in 1955 [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Kamini_
Kaushal]

Haflioi Hallgrimsson, currently lives
in, Edinburgh [Correct: Bath]

Haflioi Hallgrimsson, an Icelandic composer, currently living in
Edinburgh [https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Icelandic_
diaspora]

Acorda Therapeutics, is, biotechnol-
ogy company based in Hawthorne
[Correct: Ardsley]

Acorda Therapeutics (NASDAQ: ACOR, FWB: CDG)
is a biotechnology company based in Hawthorne, New
York [https://www.morebooks.de/store/fr/book/
acorda-therapeutics/isbn/978-620-1-18842-6]

Table 14: Examples of Web matches found by WebChecker (all links were verified on 6/10/2021).

Considering binary choices for all five plan properties, the prototype considers a plan space of size 32 in total.
In a first test, we ran all detection plans with a timeout of one hour per plan (we set a timeout of 30 seconds for
finding matches for a single AKB entry and restrict the number of considered AKB entries to 120). The goal was
to verify that planning choices have significant impact on the number of matches found. In a second test, we use
the AC2 [31] reinforcement learning algorithm to make planning choices automatically (using the number of
Web matches found as reward function). Note that we use uniform weights for those initial experiments (i.e.,
every Web match counts equally). Also, we do not explicitly consider precision thresholds (all possible plans use
the same, final entailment check via the Roberta Transformer). Adding more fine-grained precision control is one
of the future work avenues discussed in Section 8.

Figure 2 shows the results of both experiments. The y axis represents the number of Web matches found
within one hour. The x axis describes plans in short notation (each letter describes one plan property in the
following order): N for number mistakes versus E for entity mistakes, A for all triples versus L for long triples, N
for non-quoted versus Q for quoted Web queries, A for all versus S for short Web sites, and H for (direct) high
precision entailment checks versus L for an initial low-precision check. The solid red line represents the median
number of matches found in three consecutive runs when using reinforcement learning for planning (dashed lines
represent the number of matches for the other two runs).

The number of matches found by different plans differs by two orders of magnitude (ranging from three
matches for plan NLQSH to 212 for plan ELNAH). For instance, AKB entries indexed as entity-related mistakes
tend to produce more Web matches, compared to number-related mistakes (24 versus 98 matches when averaging
over all plans). As another example, leaving out quotes in Web queries tends to increase recall significantly (91
versus 31 matches in average over all plans). Note, however, that different planning choices are dependent on
each other and cannot be easily separated (e.g., enabling low-precision checks increases recall in many cases but
not in all). This motivates the use of sophisticated planning approaches.

Reinforcement learning consistently finds plans with a quality (i.e., number of matches) significantly above
average. In all three runs, the plans produced via reinforcement learning were better than 25 out of 32 plans with
a median of 112 matches (compared to a median of 35 matches over all plans). This shows that reinforcement
learning is suitable for finding good plans within the detection plan space.
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Table 14 shows example matches found by WebChecker. Clearly, matches found cover a variety of topics
(reflecting the diversity of content of the AKB we use). The current prototype uses the same final entailment
check for all candidate matches. Nevertheless, planning choices may influence not only recall but also precision
of the final result. We hand-verified entailment for a sample of 20 matches from the plan generating most matches
(ELNAH) and hand-verified all matches for the plan generating the least matches (NLQSH). We found a precision
of 100% for the latter but only a precision of 24% for the former. While our sample is small, this indicates that
more work is needed to optimize precision during retrieval. We discuss first ideas in Section 8.

7 Related Work

Our work connects to a large body of recent work that exploits machine learning for automated fact-checking [6,
18, 22, 27, 29], including work focused on the platforms we cite as motivating use cases [19, 35]. In particular, our
research connects to prior work using language models for fact checking [6, 27]. We refer to recent surveys for a
detailed overview of corresponding approaches [4, 38]. What distinguishes our work from prior contributions is
our focus on computational efficiency, exploiting ideas from the database community to scale up automated fact
checking.

We use Web search for automated fact checking. That connects our work to prior checking methods based on
Web search engines [8, 11, 45]. However, prior work typically uses Web search to retrieve relevant documents for
verifying a given claim. Instead, we use it to retrieve instances of misinformation from the Web. In that, our work
is similar to the one by Elyashar et al. [8]. Here, the focus is on collecting fake news documents via Web search.
However, our work differs as Web search is only one step in a multi-step verification pipeline. Our contribution is
in an infrastructure that takes planning decisions maximizing misinformation retrieval efficiency.

Multiple branches of prior work could be used to extend WebChecker. For instance, a popular branch of fact
checking research focuses on identifying check-worthy claims [13–15, 33]. If sufficiently efficient, such methods
can be used as filters on Web results before applying more expensive verification methods. Also, we currently
identify misinformation by comparing against entries in an AKB [1,2, 24]. In future work, we may consider other
verification sources such as knowledge graphs [29] or relational databases [13, 20, 22, 23].

Finally, we use techniques from the database area to make large-scale fact checking efficient. In particular, we
exploit adaptive processing and query planning techniques [3, 41, 42]. Reinforcement learning has been used for
optimizing adaptive query plans before [42]. However, our plan space, processing engine, and reward function
are specific to the domain of fact checking. Our goal is not to process all input data for a given query. Instead, it
is to produce the maximal number of matches until a time budget runs out. More broadly, our work is part of a
research direction that transfers techniques from the database community to new use cases (e.g., recent work
exploiting declarative query optimization to make visual data processing more efficient [21, 25]). In this case, we
transfer ideas such as query planning to the domain of automated fact checking.

8 Conclusion and Outlook

Our goal is to make large-scale, automated fact checking efficient. We present a first prototype of WebChecker,
a system that searches for misinformation in a large document collections while minimizing computational
overheads. To do so, WebChecker exploits a diverse set of operators and an adaptive optimizer to choose between
them.

We observe the following in our experiments. First, planning choices can significantly impact efficiency
in automated fact checking. Comparing best and worst plans, we find a two orders of magnitude difference
in computational overheads per (misinformation) detection. Second, we find that adaptive processing and
reinforcement learning are effective at identifying good detection plans. While less efficient than the optimum by
a factor of about two (rate of detection), learned plans outperform the majority of plans in the plan space.
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Our current prototype does not yet support user-defined precision constraints (we outline in Section 2 why
such constraints are required to adapt WebChecker to different scenarios). Also, our experiments indicate that
output precision depends on various plan properties (beyond the final entailment check). In a first approach, we
plan to consider operator-specific accuracy statistics (gained, for instance, via small-scale experiments on pieces
of misinformation for which manually generated ground truth is available) during planning. Alternatively, we
plan to explore approaches that use feedback by crowd workers on result samples to evaluate plan precision.
Beyond precision, we plan to increase computational efficiency by expanding WebChecker’s set of operators
(e.g., by adding entailment checks by smaller models [26, 34] as optional filters). Also, we plan to study parallel
processing as a means to increase verification throughput.
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